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ABSTRACT
Produced with funds under Title III of the Elementary

and Secondary Education Act, this unit on Pima cultural background
and Middle American civilization was designed to help Pima students
achieve a sense of identity and pride in their Indian background by
(1) thinking of themselves as a people with a long history and (2)
learning that their culture is part of Indian civilization. It is
noted that this unit, which supplements the study of Ancient History,
is divided into 4 parts: Prehistory, which includes a discussion of
the development of agriculture; The Mayas, which discusses
intellectual contributions in astronomy, mathematics, writi g and
art; People of the Valley of Mexico, which describes their organized
way of life (e.g., large irrigation projects, cities, armies, and
empires); and The Hohokam, which describes the prehistoric people of
Arizona. The unit contains both a student booklet and a teaching
guide for each of the 4 parts. A bibliography is also provided for
each part of the unit and student booklets, slides, transparencies,
and movies are cited. (PS)
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PIMA CULTURAL BACKGROUND

and

Middle Amer can CivilIzatIon

F -poses

The purposes of this unit are to help the Pima students achieve a

sense of identity And pride in their Indian background by: 1) thinking of

themselves as a peopin with a long history; and 2) learning that their

culture is part of one of mankind's great achievements Indian Civilization.

In order to st e - these purposes where appropriate, keep in mind

three major points: 1) Indians have a history; 2) this history cul inated

in an advanced form of civilization; 3) this civilization was uniquely Indian

in character.

This unit supplements the study of Ancient History and shoulcraccompany

or come soon after the study of Prehistory and/or Ancient HistorY in the Old

World.

Outline

This unit is divided into foixr parts

1. Prehistory. This is an a count of early nistory, ..pr_marily in America:

and includes the itportance Of:the develop:pent 'of agriculture As a

means toWard adevelopMent

The Mayas. 'This

--

butions in astronomy, mathematics,

a higher ciVilization.

- - .

our,' of Indians made great intellectual contri-
.

writing, and .art:"

Mexico. This section- describes a seriesThe People of the Valley of

f tribes that,developed

large irrigation projects,

ry organized way of life which Ancluded

cities, armies, and later, empires.

. The Hohokam. These were the prehistoric people of Arizona who were
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greatly influenced by the civilizations of Mexico. These Indians,who

were forerunners of the Pimas, Fapagos and other tribes, shared

many of the ideas of the more highly civilized Indian cultures, yet

preferred a less complex way of life.

The 5tudent_Bpoklet_

Textbooks or source books on these topics e not easily available.

Thus, the included booklets provide necessary information unavailable from

other sources.

Slides and Transparencies

Slide and transparency number5 suggested for particular areas of

the teaching unit are not mandatory, but may be used throughout the unit

the discretion of the individual tea h r.

Movies

The use of movies, generally at the end of a uniti are available

through the Central Arizona Film Cooperative and may be used at the

discretion of the teacher.

Adelaide Bahr



The story of the American Indian is a

colorful tale of a people who slowly developed

their way of life into a highly civilized

culture- Long before the Pilgrims came to

America, the Indians had a civilization in

which many tribes shared common ideas. One

important idea common to the Indian culture was

that Man, being a part of Nature, should live

in harmony with Nature.

Their respect for Nature waa shown in

Indian methods of agriculture, religious beliefs

and ceremonial rites. 1Chey believed Nature vas:

a controlling source in their lives. Thus, they

planted crops by cycles of the moon and morhipped

the sun a d other' natural forces as gods. Their

ceremonies invOlved rites of worship to such gods

as the North Star, the Wind and the Rain.

PREHISTORY
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In other areas also, Indians shared common ideas. (Figure 1) For examples

the Maya people in Yucatan and the Pimas in Arizona used the same methods

of cultivating. Although they lived far apart and did not know one another,

both irrigated the land and fertilized their crops.

G a s row
I 004,.

(Figure 1

Europeans, however, ignoring the ideals of the Indian, tossed aside

the harmony-with-nature idea. The European idea of Civilization was to.

modify and o ntrol, and even destroy, his natural sO rOundings to suit his

own needs.

Indian Civilization

Each Indian tribe in the s uthwestern United .States belongs to

circle of civilization that began about 10,000 years a

Middle American Civilization reflected the influence

culture

(Figure 2 ) Thi

f the highly developed

of the people of the Valley of Mexico and the Mayas in Yucatan.

The Pirnas and the Mayas,

United States

as well as other tribes in the southwestern'

and Mexico, can

this central source

ac their histo ical development back t



CIRCLE
OF

INDIAN
CIV I LIZATI ON

ATLArirfc
°CLAN

Many Indian tribes in the
United States were influenced

'Iby:.the Middle American-Civili-
zation which began in what is
nciexico with the origin of
Agriculture.

(Figure 2)



To understand how these Indian civilizations developed, it is

important first, to understand the-meaning of the word "civilization."

Civilization means an improvement in culture, a more advanced social

development of a particular group of people. (Figure 3) ,

-4

To the individual person, civilization means a variety of things.

The necessities of life -- food, clothing, shelter -- are easier to

obtain. Though securing these nece _ities is easier, living gradually

becomes more complicated. For example, in civilized cultures, more

people live closer together. Therefore, it is necessary that rules,

laws, and governments be established in order to insure the rights of

all members of society.
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All the different Indian civilizations (the Maya, the Hohokam,

and the Aztecs and Toltecs from the Valley of Mexico) evolved in this

manner from an agricultural background. From this simple beginning,

on a low level of existence with only bare necessities, the Indian cul-

tures gradually became civilized the same way as other cultures.

Four Centers of Civilization

There were four areas where agriculture developed rapidly and

centers of civilization were formed. (Figure 4) Because agriculture

prOvided a better food supply, living conditions improved and the culture

thrived. Agriculture was the basis of all great civilizations. The

world's great civilizations began In four basic areas: Central America,

South America, Europe, and Asia. (See map below) The Central American

area was the center -f Indian civilization in North America



The first Indians in America lived by either "hunting" or

"gathering." The "hunters" lived in plains areas where plants with

edible seeds or fruits were scarce and many large animals roamed.

These Indians lived by hunting animals, so their main food was meat.

In the Great Plains, for example, many Indians thrived because of the

large buffalo herds living there at that time. Grher IndianS lived

in semiarid or tropical areas where animals were small and seed plants

were plentiful. These were the "gatherers." In Arizona and Mexico

they gathered the seeds of desert piP,,ts for fdtd. 'Tbese seeds made

good food because they were very nourishing. They were ground into

flour for making tortillas or were eaten whole.

sa01114

(Figure 5)

*clang TOtti11413_,

FiOre
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The Indians living in Southern Arizona and Mexico 9,000 years ago

knew about the same plants we know about today: the mesquite, prickly

pear and the giant cactus. Seeds from these plants fed the people.

The yucca and century plant, or agave, grew on higher land, and still

higher in the mountains people gathered acorns and pinion nuts for food.

Some small animals, including deer, rabbits, birds and lizards, were also

eaten. But the main food sourceS were wild plants, particularly wild

corn, wild beans, and wild squash. These Plants were small And very

different from the corn, beans and squash we have today.

Eventually, some Indians learned to cultivate their own plants for

food. (Figure 6) The idea of cultivating plants rather than merely gather-

ing what might be available-, began in Mexico.- This p actice spread rapidly

from there south to the Yucatan and, north to Ariz na.' On- way in whiCh

Indians were able to grow their own plants can be shown by thd story- f

how they developed corn



The Story pf Corn

For a long time, the story of corn was a mystery

scientists could not solve. They knew that the Indians of

Mexico had learned how to cultivate corn around 5,000 B.C.

But they wondered about the methods they used to domesticate

corn and how present-day corn came to be. Since wild corn

no longer exists, they had no plants to observe and study.

Then archaeologists found remains of wild corn in caves in

Mexico. It had been collected for eating by cave dwellers

7,000 years ago.

8

Wild Corn - Attual Size

(Figure 7)

Wild corn was a very tiny plant, too small to be used the way We use

Corn today. (Figure 7) It was eaten green, the whale little ear placed

into the mouth, chewed, and then spit out. The stalk of the plant was

very sweet and was thewedjike sugar candi

The people of MeXico who ate Wild corn started to:plant its seed clOse

to their camps near a aource of water. Asthey tolletted,:the: Wild corn

each year, they would keep the larger kernels-, store them inbasketa and

save them until it was

were chosen for planting eaCh time, the plants graduallfllecame bigger.

Anoth-er kind OfYtorn was foUndtin.caves-InAiew-Mexido_(Bat:Cave):an
zci

Southern Arizona (Ventana Cave on the Papigo reServation). 13,eople who

lived In these places In 4906 B.C.rsoMehow had:bien'in_touch with the

people of Mexico This Corn Was nOt wild,''for no wild corn'greW,in theSe
_

regions. 'It was a small type'of cultivated corn soMewhat like popcorn.

It grew only If-IV-wee planted and, Cultivated. Bythe-year -1500, corn
_

had become alMost as largeas today's corri,- and,the-origipal wild c&rn

-

plant had disappeared.
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Pottery

The early Indians, who lived a wandering life, used baskets as

'containers since they were light and unbreakable. Later, when their

way of life became more settled they also used clay pots, which were

clumsy and heavy to carry, but better suited for cooking and storing

food than baskets. (Figure 8)

The first pottery appeared at the same time as the fir t cultivated

plants. It could be used to boil water over fire; therefore, cooking. .

methods changed. Corn Was no longer roasted and chewed igreen.:' It was

allowed to ripen and harden.. The

boiled with lime in clay pots.

stone and made into tortillas.

ears were husked and the hard kernela

but allowed to harden, then later, shelled and boiled.

Along with agriculture, pottery helped increase the Mexican Indians

food supply. Hardened corn and beans could be stored for.longer periods

in pottery than in baskets. Though dried food was difficult "ti3 chew and

digest, cooking it in pottery made it edible.

14

I
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liege L

The discovery of agriculture and the development of pottery-making

led to the establishment of village life. Rather than wander about in

small groups from place to place, larger numbers of people began to live

year-round in the same place. Archaeologists have found remains of the

first permanent houses. These remains indica e that each family group

had its own fields and a variety of property, including storage baskets,

pots, grinding stones, agricultural tools, and even jewelry.

(Figu e 9)

This great variety of remains leads us to b lieve that social

are indications o

Such people have the time and interest for

life was complicated. Jewelry and decorative pieces

. a less

things other than the

figurines, usually representing women, have,been found in Mexico, Arizona,

Yucatan, and the Eastern United States. Although their purpose is not

For example pottery

known, it is believed that they had some sort of religious meaning. If

so, this indicates that religious ideas developed and apread-throughout

the tribes Along with the tethniques of growing.and preparing food.,



Conclusion

There is little factual knowledge about the prehistory of the

American Indian. By examining remains of that time, however, scientists

can tell much about the way early Indians lived. Particularly in the

areas of agriculture, religion, ceremonial rites and daily life, their

culture becomes clear. As later Indian civilizations are studied (the

Mayas, the People of the Valley of Mexico, and the Bohokams), one bond

common to all will be seen - the sharing of ideas among different tribes

and civilizations.
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PREHISTORY

DIRECTIONS

Discuss Middle American Civilizations and

the circles of Indian Civilization.

CoMpare the development of Indian and

European civilizations.

ComPare Indian and European beliefs

regarding man's relationship to his

environment.

Discuss the meaning of civilization.

Explain the increased complexit

organization (notnecessarily improve=

ments) of theSe social aspecta.-

Discuss bow civilizatione.groW==ideas
- _

spreading from people to people, each

becoming civilized in turn.

EXAMPLES AND FACTUAL INFORMAT

Indian Civilization developed from the circles

of civilization that began in Mexico

10,000 years ago.

Though America developed an Indian civiliza-

tion, rather than a European one, the two

have similar paraliels.

European civilization; Bible;

governmentthe ancient kings and emperors

on the one hand, the democratic Greek city

states on the other; writingthe alphabet.

Exam lea_of rehistoric Indian Civilization:

People of the Valleyof Mexico; The Mayas;

and the Hohokams.

The distinguishing mark of the Indian way of

life is their.basic-belief that man must

live in'harmony with nature whereaS.,the

EurOpean way-of life is,based on ,their be-

lid thatman must _coneuerTnature.'-Are',

these likthe preaentday

oriel improvementsjprovidedby early civi='

lization inelUded better shelter, irrigation
_

-

and roada, and easier-OrobereMent of fend.'

.ExamPless' overnment becomes

communitiei heccime more organi

q,complex;

ed.

Example; -ilcsee9 0.-Y1Iiiationj19Urlshed:When

the English were primitives.: Roman emper.

,ors cenquered (and ittempted to civilize)

r,the English Peoples; yet-2,009,yeare later .

the English,led thAbivilized world:*

Example: Middle'AMeriea Wes civilized when

-

North American tribes werestill

SOURC

Student Booklet, Intro-

duction, p. 1; Map.

p. 3 & 5.

Our Sainninsa, Chapter

1. p. 48-50 (the idea

of one God); Chapter

2, p. 69-71 (early

government), Chapter

3, p. 37 (summing up)

Student Booklet, The

Valley People, Unit III;

The Mayas, Unit II; and

The Hohokams, Unit IV.

Tansparëncies on

civilization. T3B

thru

_

p. 215=19.



DI ECTIONS

Prehistory - 2

Discuss with students the idea that dife

ferent civilized people excel in

different things.

Explain how people develop at different

rates because of geographic condi.

tions.

:Discuss the advantages and disadvantages

of civilization. ,Ctvilization is a

means of providing for people's needs,

necessarily a "better" way of life..

Prolectn01: Students can discuss the

pros and eons of civilization by eon-

sidering the advantages and dia..

advantages ef living on the reservstio

is opposed to the city,

Project int Cite the diet of a "gather-

ing people" as all'eXeMpia7pf,,h'ew

ilization can bring about adven.

es and disadvantages'. ,

Examae: Greeks, and the American Mayas,

excelled in the arts and philosophy; Romans,

and the People of the Valley of Mexico,

excelled in conquest and administration.

Today, some Indian tribes excel in weavine,

some in pottery, spme in basketry.

Civilization started in the south where food

plants were domesticated, then spread to

northern climates. Example.; Better agri-

cultural conditions result in greater food

production which accelerates the civilize.

.tion process.

Exam21e2 Paradoxically, modern civil ation

can free people (e.g, from necessity of

obtaining food daily), while enslaving them

(e.g., a tyrant or an organization).

Examplee; The disadvanta e$ of Living on the-

reservation include searcity of stores, no

running water or medical card. use of $7004

for fuel. Some

.freedom of ipace,

less money npe'defil

he edvantages are th

loseness to rele Ives,

and ftee_fuel d

gathering" People's 'dLet Lstuoràve
,

'with less starch and fate advantege

There art fewer diseases than ln ciVilized

:society:(ouCh as infectious epiderdies and:
,

OverweightIstoblems).- Some disadvant

SOURCES

Our Beginnings, Chapter

1, p. 87; Chapter 2.

p. 129; Chapter 3,

p. L55.

Studenc_Booklet, The

Mayas, People of the

Valley of Mexico.

_Explain that each 'center of civilize-.

tion developed from an_agricultural

background.

ares food is aVailable, only seasonally; -

with periods of great 'scarcitmuch-time

and effort is spent, pbtaining food.

Location of centers of civilizatioe

1. Asia.-,Oriental

2. Middle Eeist-,_. Caucai an,

Middle.AMerica - Indian,

South:America ,Indian
,

_

_Student Booklet, Map,

p. 5.



Prehistory - 3

DIRECTIONS
EXAMPLES AND FACTUAL INFORMATION SOURCES

Each center had a different agricultural

background, its basic character being

determined by early discoveries of

food in each area.

All four centers have contributed their

own traditional foods to today's

civilization.

The two centers of civilization in

America were the Middle American atd

the South American.

Discuss the development of agriculture

and how reliance on agriculture en-.

couraged a more settled way of life.

how Indian life was adapIed to very

sp.-ial geographic conditions. Note:

Eoc,uzage students to generalize about

0 characteristics of Middle American

civilization from their Pima experi-

ence.

Choose one or More of the follOwin

prolects for_discussiont .

Pro ect #1; Reconstructing the, past.

1)-Through,excavated remains,(refuse

people' left behind.

2)
ThroUgh comp:Ars-on of,later Indian,

tribes who lived in climates simi-

Lar t prehistoric-ones,(e.g., the,

Pimas).-

ethods of cultivating and preparing foods

varied among the ,four civilizations. For

instance, even today, people in each of

these are4s prefer foods traditional to

their culture.

Example: In the world-wide, consumption of

crops, the highest tonnage of rice is in

China; the highest of potatoes. South

America; corn, Middle America; and wheat,

the Middle East. .

-orthern American.Indians were affected

by the Middle American Civilization.

Domesticating of wild plants, such as Corn,

led to the development of agriculture.

Examples: The Pimas relied,more on agri

culture than the Papagoi. They lived in,

the same Village continuaily by a river.

Their villages were lar;er than those af

the'papagos who were not as wealthy: But

whenever the river failed and th'ere,was no
, .

water for the rjields they turned to tne 7

page. way of athering.'

.

Example Compare ,he:buffelo huttets of,,th#

plains with 61e gatherers of Middle AMerican

civilization. The_Pimas represented the

most typically ,Indian way_of life (one

_based on igricultUre and in some tribes' .

supplemented by gathering).

- ,

- Sinie we have' te-,directlsnoWledge of the;pre-=

histOric'period when food-cult-iv tion- WAS

hesediscovered, we m reconstruct-it
- _

-
ways

1) Small,groupsisCwandering ople

fewer'traces th
, -

..peOpl whose r

e groupsoi

USE eitaulataC.,
1

tad

The Epic of Man,

China, p. 195

S. AMerica, p. 227

Mid. America, p. 209

Middle East, P. 54.57.

Student _Booklet, p. 5.

Transparencies, T3B

thru T4V.

ur7Bepinninga, p. 17=

19.



Pro ec 01 continued:

Di3CU$5 With students bow these two
-----

techniques might work. Ask them to

think about their own house, their

garbage can, what hippens to broken

objects, etc.

EXAMPLES AND FACTUAL INFORMATION

Prehistory - 4

2) The presence of pottery and grinding

stones gives us some knowledge of the meth-

ods used in food pre'paration.

3) Ceve.dwellers' remains are preserved

:better than those who lived in mud or

brush houses.

Specifically, what objects used by a group of

people would survive (probably) fo

years? Whicb would disapp ar?

Examples:

1) Compare pottery
that could last for cen-

turies vith bn1ns that probably would

not last.

2) Cberred _ood is preserved /Onset t

boiled food, which gets mushyjuId rots-.

prase beskets -show

tifullerld'sUppiy.

4):Seed food lasts

and animal bones las

a period of glen-,

Discuss some ancient Indian ideas con- Examples.

cerning religion or government. These I) A person buried with many objects or det=

can only be surmised from insignifi-
orations might be an important chief.

cant clues.

Project 02: Present,living 'habits of

early gatherers, Papagos and'Pimas

2) If tha burials are oriented in the same

direction and the openings of houses are

also oriented in the same arection,:this

might suggest that direction had some kind

of religious significances'e.g.,
the en-

. . ,

trance to the Pima's ceremonial round house

always fnces East.

Ventana-Cave is an archeological-site- itf,'

,

Southern Arizona thae-contains remains ,of
40 ,

early,gatheXers.
Pictures of Its remains'

J 4,

are w,sourCe of inforMation,,abonC,the liv-

ing habits'Of prebiatbric,,Sathereri-janO'are
f-,

on 'exhil4e-a-C-the UnOersityrof-,Arisona--

-Museum in Tucson.:

Ventem; Cavfa Re or_

trip,-to'thecyniversy,,

Arizonir_Might:b

hibit
fversity ofArfrona



Prehistory - 5

DIRECTIONS
EXAMPLES AND FACTUAL INFORMATION

SOURCE5

Discuss with students a semiarid climate.

I. Point out that a 5easonal climate

encourages a semi-nomadic life and

necessitates storage and preservation

of food.

2. Show the necessity of people mov

ing with the harvest to both valley

and mountain.

3. Dis uss the Papagos as represen-

tative of life in a semiarid climate.

4. Discuss different harvest times

for desert plants.

5, Some seeds were not consumed but

were saved for next year's planting.

Dther foods were dried and stored for

winter consumption.

Project #3: Make a chart or bulletin

beard showing the difference between

wild plants arid cultivated plants.

Ask students to bring a wild'gOurd, a

squash, or squash seeds to school.

Ask students to bring an ear of Pima

corn to school. Compare it with

some superhybrid corn developed by

agriculture department at ASU sir

u of A, showing increase in size

ear and kernels.

Major rainfall is limited to two seasons, sum-

mer and winter. Cultivated plants can be

grown only during these seasons because of

limited water source. (Rivers, few in num-

ber, often ran dry.) During dry periods,

tribes were forced to move into the moun-

tains where more water was available.

Papagos (Closely related to Pimas) planted

corn, beans and squash, but lived primarily_

off wild foods.

ExaTefl; Cholla buds were resdy in May,

while Sahuero fruits ripened in late June

or July. Prickly pear were ready in late

summer and mesquite bennain ,tbe

Examples: Mesquite beans were used to:pound
Field trip to discover

into flour; meats were cut into .thin mesquite beans and see

ps and dried.
how they are grown.

the Papsge_Indians,

p. 13-16.

Example of one d erence; wild plant_ feed

few people. cult vated ones feed many.

Show the difference betWeen Wild gourd ,and

cultivated squash: wild gourd Ls small

with sMa/1 -seeds and thin I h; cultivated

squash is Lnrge with: large i6ed

f h. (The-compari wri Is A bit:inaccurate:

'becaoac goords are:different frem.:squash,,

but it should make,the point.)

Indians considered wild gourds good'only

far coyotes, burin hard times they

cooked and'dried them, grinding the seeds

into mush,

, - Teacher cen-bileg,anY

-corn produced by,the,Univeriity
r,

re selection4or,iiee (seine-

tion increaaes the food -plant.)

Both types of corn are cultiVaeed, but the

ceived much,m

ba the,other hand. Pima,cern is: hardy and:-

much more": resistant;to,draughtaneyoor'

grawini cOnditions than-th6,!upérhyhrid.:'

2
-

,cOmmereiil hybrid-corn-,

to, coinpar_e,



Prehistory - 6

DIRECTIONS EXAMPLES AND FACTUAL INFORMATION SOURCE

roiect #4* Make transparencies that
Look for illustrations of grinding, pounding,

parching over the fire, boiling, roasting.

Which cooking method needs stone or wood

containers? Which needs baskets? Which

needs pottery? Which method of preparation

goes with bunting? gathering? agriculture?

show ways of preparing food,

American Indians never fried foods. Why Indians had no easily available source of lard

or fat. (Deer!are very Lean; cows were not

introduced until later by Europeans.)

People like sugar. Where did Indians

get their sugar7 Ask students to

think of the desert plants they en-

joyed eating as children.
.

Some plants contain natural sugars; mesquite,

beans, sahuaro fruits, prickly pear.

Introduce the topics of pottery and Though the development of agricultural prac- Student Bo klett.

village life.
tices was important in Indian culture, it

went hand in hand with other adVences, such

as pottary-paking.. Later, civilisation

ere founded on the cumulative effects of:

p. 7 & 8.

many discoveries teking place oVer a period

of tit° or three thousand years.

Indian tribes who were wanderers did not -Wanderers had to . carry ail their belongings

use pottery since it hindered their with them, so baskets were:more satisfat

traveling Way of life tory containers ..-r
. ._

Tribes who led aedentary. Lives, hewever,

cultiyated their fields erni made use

of pottery.

The benefitsofari -agrinuLturalway 6 lif
,

were'gre t,ly enhanced by the'6ew.w 6f.:,
- .

_ .

. .
.

.

cooking food in pots. .

Agriculture and the discovery of pottery An agricultural way of life is possible only

are complimentary: each reinforces

the other.

when a steady food supply is available.

,

,

,

_

,

. ,



UNIT I - PREHISTORY

Student Trans arenc es

1. Lady gathering cactus fruits of the Sahuaro cactus. This type of gathering

has gone on for thousands of years, long before agriculture was

developed. Indians such as the Pimas still gather cactus fruits

occasionally.

2. Hunting was a technique of getting food that continued aide by side with.

agriculture. In arid countries, the deer is probably the largest

game animal.

3. Here we see cultivated plants in Central America. These plants were first

cultivated 6,000 to 7,000 years ago and are still very important foOd

plants.

4. All the work in the fields was done by hancivith Wood implements. Here,

the man makes a hole with:the digging:atick; the Woman drOps four:

seeds into thellole. Often the' Whole'family helpediwith Planting and

harvesting.
_

Cultivate&plants'need constant Car

is especially important to-Jdestroy the weeds

from the plant This work wan done by hand and'was repeated Many

times during the growing season._

Methods of transportation. Since Indians didn't have domesticated animals,

people had to carry heavy loads themselves. For thia-,reason, when -

families moved they carriecUlew things and'only light ones, Potiry I,
.,

_ , _

and grinding stones were left:behind; baskets'were_pasyto_cirry._
. . _

7. Indians from'Central America-to Northern Arizonnmake tortillas from-

ground corn.



Unit I

Student Trans arencies (cont.

8. Grinding on a metate was a very widespread method of food preparation.

Note the big pot that holds water and the baskets used by the woman

to hold her corn.

-2



UNIT I - PREHISTORY

Description of Trans arencies: Agricultural

T1 "People Have Needs" (Pima translation). Civilization can be under-

stood as the development of different and more efficient ways of

taking care of people's needs.

T2 Peoples' needs for a better life include: food; clothing; shelter;

meaning and knowledge. Some of these needs are material. They

relate to physical well being. Others are spiritual; (freedom,

for instance, is a spiritUal need.)

13 People can take care of their needs in many ways. Simple needs can

T3A

T 3F

be handled by the individu l. Complex needs require the help of

people who specialiZe in particUlar areas. Ask students to:give:

examples of specialized work in our society. Explain tha.t 1.11:

highly civilized pcietiesLalmost everypne does speeialized wo

Man must eat to live. Food ia an essential need of people.

Man has developed five basic ways for obtaining food. Of-these

hunting and gathering are the earliest less.specialized techniques;

pastoralism and Agriculture are later developments. These soon

.became very sPecialized. (Think of agriCuIture, and dairy industry

nowadays.)



T2D Weapons made big game hunting possible;even such early techniques

as hunting could be made more efficient. Better weapons, sharper

spearheads, bow and arrow, etc., made hunting easier.

T2E Gardening and a more controlled food supply. Gathering comes

between the more advanced techniques of food getting and the

earlier techniques.

T3V Our modern day foodgetting is based on agriculture and pastoralism.

T2W Machinery helps the farmers in the midwest produce our grain crops.

The addition of machines, manpower and animal power is a great

step towards efficiency.

T2H Man must shelter himself from the elements. Shelter is another

important need of man.

T2K Caves are warm shelters but are found only in certain places.

People who live away from caves have to develop other types of

shelter.

T4A Other early:types

14 S

of shelter were probably vary-flimsy a d took

to build.- They could-prOtec t peOPle from the

but not rain and Cold. A.'hut :141th-a permanent . roof and,

a very short time

wind

walls gives .bette

build.

proteetion.; t also takes a longer. time tn

, -

Sedentary people can utilize more permaneri shelters.



T2M Pueblo type structures often added a 2nd floor. Pueblo homes are

very permanent. They have lasted hundreds of years. The popu-

lation is very concentrated.

T4W People in the United Sttes usually live in small family groups.

T15 Communication. Civilization has changed our means of communication.

T3C

T3B

T3H

T3B

T3D

T2F

T4V

The most direct way of communicating is by speech. Writing makes

it possible to communicate at a distance and also through time,

since it lasts longer than memory. Machines have furthey extended

our ability to communicate rapidly at a distance.

Food-getting depends on the technology of man's society.

Food-getting depends on resources available in Man's natural

surroundings.

These tribes had little time for anything but food- etting.

The more control man, has over his food getting, the

depend on what is readily available.

ess he mUst

Food-getting dependS on the nu ber of people there are to feed .

One man could easily feed himself on nuts ad.berries.' The same'

man would have diffidult'y feedit* twen67-

Agriculture. Man lea ns to ill the earth more e ectively.

Apartment dwelling requires,an adequ

relatively concentrated popitlation.

e food supply for the



T24

T25 Gathering in the desert. Cactus fru

Hunting in the desert. Small game, mostly rabbit.

T23 Other desert plants that can be used for food: prickly pear,

T26

Tin

century plant, yucca.

Cultivated plants of central America: beans, squash, corn.

Evolution of cultivated corn: increase in size.
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THE MAYAS

Two thousand years ago in Yucatan a highly civilized people called

the Maya emerged. (Figure 1) Their lives were based on Agriculture,

and on this foundation a great Indian civilizatiOn developed. Over

many generations, these people added the areas of Artand science to

their culture. The Mayas developed a aystem of writing ,And produced

major advances in architecture, astronomy and mathematiCs, As did the

Chinese and the people of the M ddle East.
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With a population close to a million people, the Mayas were

divided into many tribes, but they were one people. They spoke the

same language had the same beliefs and customs, -(Figure 2)2 and lived

together peacefully. Though each tribe was independent and those its

own chiefs, they were not at war with one another.

Agriculture

The Maya villages in Yucatan had becothe prosperous because Of their-

Beliefs and Customs

The raingod: nourishes a
tree; the.death go&uproots

successful efforts in growing many different crops. There was plehty of

land and ater for growing food with.the thick jungles and.heavy rains.

When more land was needed for crops a PiSce Of 'jungl_e was Clearedby

cutting down the huge-trees wtth stone axes and-bUrning the underbrush'.

After clearieg his laud:, the fa Mer dug holes-with, a-,long-sharp stick,

called a digging stick, and placed four seeds.ie,each.hple.
,

weeds were pulled by hand or; removed' with.a.stohe:Or woodeh=toe., The,,

whole family vioried'in the field, plaetieg-;,wimding',--harVatihg.,.- All ,

the work was'done, by hand since the-re was,eo machinery The Mayas-hak,

,

no metal, but!mide'all theii tools and' weapons of wo.64,and-stone,..-

4



Corn was the ma n crop grown, but beans, squash, and tolaCco

were also part of the yearly harvest- By working 45 days in the

fields a man could grow enough corn to feed a family of five for 4

year. In addition to their Own crops, the.Mayas obtained cocoa_from

Indian tribes to the South. Besides making a very good drnk the .

cocoa beans were al o used as money.

-3
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Food

The women spent a great deal of their time preparing food. They

boiled their corn with lime, then ground it on the grinding stone. This

ground corn was made into tortillas shaped on a flat:pottery slab. Beans

and squash were dried and stored.

The Maya ways of preparing food were similar to

those of many other Indian tribes. The. grinding-

stones used by the Mayas, called manos and metates,,.

were also used by American Indians. Nearly all

Mexican Indian tribes, as well as those of the

southwestern United States, mad tortillas

(Figure 4) And the Maya custom of making .

drink of ground corn mixed with watet waa

reflected in the customs of other Indians,

like the Pimas, thousands of miles away,_

.who made the same type drink.

irl



Houses

Houses were plain but strongly built for year round living, as

the Maya were not a nomadic people. The "wattle and daub" method of

building was used in the construction of these houses. In this method,

the walls -ere made by troweling mud on a frame of sticks. This pro-

cedure was a favorite among some American Indians, including the Pima.

The roofs of the Maya houses were Made of straw or grass and were very

tall and steep since the jungle climate was extremely rainy. Inside

the house, there was a fireplace, but no hole for smoke, which indicates

that most of the cooking prpbably was done outside. Other Maya fOrnish,-

ings consisted of pottery drinking cups, a grinding stbrie (*tate) for

each woman in the household (Figure 5) and Straw sleepingmats 'Tools

for gardening, the loo_ the troWeling stick:and spears:Were also kept

within the house.
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Dress

The dress of the Maya and the American Indian were similar in

many respects. Mayas wore loin cloths, sandals of deer hide, and a

square ,cloth on the shoulders like a poncho. Women wore a skirt, and

sometimes, a blouse and sandals. Maya rulers Wore clOthes similar to

other Mayas. An exception was the headdtess Figure 6) made of wood -

or straw in the shape of a jaguar, serpent or bird. These were decor-

ated with beautiful feathers and precious stones. The greater the

importan e of a person's position, the larger and more elaborate was

his headdress.

4

',frk
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Maya men and women wore long hatt, tkIttooed their bodies and wore

a great deal of jewelry. The men pat4lkA4 their bodies different colors

which had special meanings: blue an4 4ftre for guards; black for

prisoners; blue for priests.

This type of dressvyas also a du characteristic Of American

Indians. However,,great care was giviAj.4 their hair arrangement, body

painting and tattooing.. Pima hair sqi40Anewed,much, Variety, for example.

Also, rather than'cover their bodieS 00 gothing, the:.Pitas preferred

to decorate them with paint and tatto004/: rlorthernIndiana, on the other

hand, paid more attention to coVering t#ç bodies-than-to decorating

them, due to the colder weather.

Social Life

Wall paintings found.in that are tjri xigo indicate that. Maya
-

. .

,

villages were probably;small-and'surrtikA"4'bY. fielda,...(Fig.-7):with all .

the families in'the village related tto, 4.4 ovber._
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It was within the village that the private life of the Maya family took

place. An important event in the village was a ball game played with

a large rubber ball that could not be touched with the hands. A modified

form of this game was played throughout Mexico and Arizona by other

Indians.

Public life took place in large,stone Ceremonial centers, some-

times connected by paved roads. Temples,'palaces, and observatories

placed high on pyramids of.harth highlighted these centers. (Figure 8)

At the base of the temples, pillars of stone called "stelae" We e carved

with important dates of the past. Ih this way, people attehding Ceremonies

could know their past history,

71i414040Cf.;At"
OAS& iv' p tit

<
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The chiefs and priests organized the community and directed the

work of building the centers; all the.lpeople helped with their own

handwork and part of their harvest. The skills of the Maya craftsmen

were shown in carving and in the decoration of the temples and palades.

The best art work of all the people was set aaide.for the cereMonials.

For these, the Mayas created beautifully.decorated pottery and intricate

sculpture (Figure 9) .

_
7gur-77----gtmakf

.Malye Pottery_(Figure _9

L'

, The centers were eMpty most'nf,!,tWtime, sinee-even,the,chiefs,

lived in the villagei. On ampottant,:becasiOnshoWever,:,greet nuoibi-eia of

p-lople gathered within 'theM-.' Fiere-4,=deyemoniera- were performed.;,,-by ;pries* s
,

and scientific- researeb_,,carried,Ont

shown in their ceremcinies:, agrienli'nre- cien6i a

-1M4Yes4ferWere

and'refigion.
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The Maya Calendar

The Mayas developed a calendar much more accurate than the one

we use today. The year 200 A.D. is the first d te in Maya history,

which was 1300 years before the EUropeana developed a .calendar.

(Our present calendar is based upon the European calendar.)

The Maya year was divided intO-18 months of 20 days each for a

total of 360 days. In addition, each day was represented by one o_

their gods-. So whenever a date was written on a Sculpture .or a

temple, they used the symbol for the god for that parti ular day

instead of using number symbOls The Maya pictu ed tiMe divisions

as heavy loads carried on the shoulders of their gods (Figure 10)..

Quetzalcoatl as.VenusGod (Figure,16)

Many other Indian tribesLbesideethe,Mayas,haVebeen_interested

in recording their -own histarY:-;TheIridiansof ifielial1ei-ofMexico liad, 1 -

a calendar:almost as elaborate as-th'at_of the-MAYaS na_among the

Pimas there Were min,whOlieptrettirda:Of-iMportant-iVenia_thathappened--
,

,during their lifetiMe.- tacwyear these men carve
- ,

,



sahuaro rib. The keeper of the calendar used these signs to remember

the sequence of events whenever he told the history te the people.

Sometimes a man would hand the calendar over to his son, that it might

be continued after his death. (Figure 11)

The Ritual Calendar

In addition to a calendar year,. Mayas observed a

ritual year. It was made up of 260 dayS, Some dayel.lere

thought to be lucky for birthdates others unlucky. Onde

every 52 years, the sacred year of 260 days and the real

year of 360 days came together. This was a very impor-

tant occasion when many ceremonies were performed.

Ceremonies were also associated with the end of,each year

and the end of a 20-year cycle.

The ritual calendar was important in Maya religion's

as well as in ceremonial life. It was concerned with the

well-being and prosperity of the people, setting the

proper time for farm work (planting and harvesting) in

relation to the movements of the stars. It placed
_

people's-lives in the schkme of,tiMe- A MAyacchild was

given a speCial name taken from the partienlex day on

which he, wasborn. This determined his plade ln the

ceremaniesas a man when-he could-marry,.,and other

-things,about his life.

The Maya:NUMher:System_

*

Pima°Ca ender'Stink--:

'(Fignre

Maya-echolars.glive,much,thoUght, o'the,passage
;

of time. They, obierved the --MoveMents o

41
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the day and night throughout the year. In this way, they mea ured time

even as is done today. The movements _f the stars are very complicated,

and they have to be measured in large numbers. In order to record their

measurements the Mayas needed, and-developed a way of writing numbers.

This is how the Maya number system worked:

Example:

a dot

a bar

an empty space

meant 1

meant 5

meant 0

meant the number 6 adding 5:4- 1)

meant 9 (5 4)

mgafit 10. (5'4- 5)

This system of.numbers is called a "vigesitila

vigesimal system

in the number 20. The 14ayae and the Indians of India were the .only

as based on 20 'with the 'z

two peoples to discover the idea of the zero. -(Our systela of numbers

_ .

is a "decimal" system, based on the nuMber 10, with'the zero coming

after the 9 in the number 10.) This-As'ihe way,the'two systems ptogre

Decimal System

1, 10,' 100, 1000; 1110,000,

,Vigeaimal SieSiem

'20, 400, 8000 160;000,
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The Ka un Wheel

The Mayas thought that time had no beginning and no end but that

it went in cycles. At the end of.the cycle, it would start all over

again. The design below shows the way the Mayas pictured the passage of

time. Each division is a Katun which is a period of 20 years. (Figure 12)

Katun Wheel

(FigUre 12)

The cross indicated, the-present

prese time begins again..

the other hand European ideasabout time are based on a .past,

whose.beginning we

cannot visualize.

cannot discover, mciVirig'inte' a future, whose
,

1S'oth past and futUre are

ending we,

_
,F14 TORE

43
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Beliefs About Time

Like other Indian tribes, the Mayas believed that agriculture and

a tronomy were related. The Mayas observed how living things (people and

plants) change constantly and how the stars always move across the heavens.

They thought these changing and moving things were related in some way.

They believed birth and death and the growing and harvesting of crops were

all tied togethe (Fig.13) The special events of Maya history were re-

lated to the changing of the day into night, the changing of the seasons,

and the movements of the stars through many years.

r ;
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The most important ceremonies of the Mayas were about the passing

of time. They believed that things that had happened in the past would

happen again. For instance, they believed that the world had been

created and destroyed many times Once, the world had been destroyed

by water covering the land. Many other'American Indian tribes, inCluding

the Pimas, shared this belief of world destruCtion.

The Maya-Toltec Civilization

In 800 AD, the Maya were-coniluered-by other Indians:

from the Valley of Mexico the Toltecs. (Fig. 14)

(Figure 14) A.-
WiFIL

,
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After the conquest, the conquerors, who were warriors not intellectuals,

greatly influenced Maya civilization. Thus, the peaceful Mayas began

the practice of human sacrifice and built a "temple of the warriors" at

a place called Chichen Itza. From here, the Toltec conquerors ruled the

people for almost 700 years.

The Spanish Conquerors

In 1500 AD, the Maya-Toltec Civilization was conquered by the

Spani h, who totally destroyed their culture. Being Europeans the

Spanish conquerors believed that the rituals of the,Maya7Toltec people

were the work of the devil. Therefore, they tore down their templea

and burned their books. Many of the priests and chiefs were killed and

with them died the knowledge of the people.

ThroughoUt the years civililations have beendreated and then

destroyed becauseAaf conflicta betWeen

many similarities between-Maya culture

of today.-

groups of peoples.

and some AMerican Indian cultures

There are

46
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UNIT II ThE MAYAS

DIUCTIONS EXAMPLSS AND marm ENFOUNATION SajACES

Locate the Mayas in Time and Space;

establish the time period.

E tablish the geographical situation.

Eetablish the Maya culture as an Indian

culture.

Show essential unity and similarity

of Indian cultures.

t2) Differences of village.life and

eity life separate the modern

Indian from his own aneestore,

well al from the Ariel:get Maya:.

a

tipielsie that Indians have the:same:,

potential for acientific'achieyement.

es ether races.

1Coepare Maya:achievemeata. with those of

Other Indien tribes: eig.. the Pima
.

The ealendar makea.agood example.'.
-

. . .
. .

Ask students to.bring to class any

inforeatinn theY:haveYat hem, ibout

Pima ealendats.'--.

The dates for the beginning and end of Maya

civilitation should be given; what are they?

However, the moat important fact to stress

is that the Mayas built their civilization

upon the discoveries of earlier peoples and

cultures (i.e., after the beginning of

agriculture end the establishment of village

life discuesed in Unit I, Prehistory.)
.

Yucatan's jungle climate was uneuited for the

development of agriculture. For this reason

the Maya agriculture developed from the

agricuitural,discoeeries apread from other

people who lived in semiarid climates.

Basic &Teets of Maya culture are similar to

those of present Indian cultures: food and

food preparation, mode of.drese, building

techniques, games, ideas of propertk, time,

histery, and man's place in the Universe.

alt.wegh Mayee may seem different fters Indian

groups in the United States, actually the

two culteres are very similar. For example,

a 19th Century Pime,transported into

ancient Maya village would hAve felt more:

at home than in44n English village of Any

period.

Nineteenth Century Pimas, like the Maya

lived ia-'villages end proeidedlor Most.

f'their own meteriel.aeeda.' 'Tedey,:the

Pica uelihe hie;encestors kLil the Mayas

tendwells in cities an&is,less sel

susteining.

Example: The Mayas independently acquired.
;

.

soee very difficult cencepts: the

invention of the xero;, and a calendar.

Beth the Maya and the Pima calendars were

based on lunar and solar cyeles.,:.The.Pimesi

hoWeVer, dividedtba seller year intoluenr

menthe sterilag each Fear 6e4e, and na t ing

the.chlgipa:#6°n!'"811;':
MaY

Student Booklet,
Prehistory, p.2.

Map and pictures of
Yucatan. Visual Teach-
ing in Mexico, Sacaton
Library.

Student Booklet -- Unit
II, the Mayes, p. 2.

Slides 13; 14,
19, 20.

!.

, 16,.

, 9.

Pica andTa-a o Indian
'

AellEelTure, p. 141-144

10.11S2LIIILIVALAnd'Their
Relatives -the-Pima,
v42

StUdent Booklet -- Unit
II.; the Mayas, p. 1.



Unit II
The MCvaa - 2

DIRICTIONS MMUS AND FACTUAL 1117ORMATIOM SOURCES

L.Li._str.ti Maya achievements, (continued

Compare the Maya oith the Pima develop-

ment of writing and keeping histori-

cal records.

Ask students to bring to class any

information they can find at home

about Pima signs and.methods of

record-keeping.

Compare the counting systems ef Mayse

and Pimes, pointing out how, onting

end ocieateincreasa aur capacity-t

obs roe and:remember.

Ask etude, , if they kbow the Pima

-wordi ter different numbers.
,

who considered the cycles more important

thin the 'season*, base&their calendar on

continuoui cycles covering hundreds of years

from the pest on into the future. They

observed the sitars carefully, calculating

pest and future astronomical events.

The Mayas developed a writing system that

everyone could understand, which moans it

can be considered "true. writipg. 'They

used these eymbols and signs to write books

and keep hietorical records. :Their%history

was recorded in.stone stelae by carving

dates and events primarily concerned with

goda and rulers.. AlthoUgh only partly

understood by modern archaeologists, they

can etill 6e read today. ..

The Pimaa used a writing /listen' that Only he'

writer could understand,which mesns,it can

not be considered%titine In each village

one men kept a record of the year's hapOeni

0, carving sive end sYmbols he made ,*);

himaelf,on opiMOS,ofashuero tihS. .001y

he could reed thee, ap when he died', the .

history4eded. Sams pims records covered

,600r,:;70.:_yesis of hi t

PosSibly, the early -Pimse Could.count:UPinto

the hundreds bmt when-Spanish terms-began

to be,useCjias termobecime lost. They

tiid,eount at lOast un.toreh, thOugh, as the

Pima.- word for eWri:meanar"allthe fingere

.Couriting-was,Uied primarily in.gaibling'and.
-

keeping time. Since it was sametimes'neces-

eeryto use,high numbers-in gimbling,:Pimas
-,-

emehenged kernolat.f_corn to:Count up into'

the hundredsCustomerily,.fluse would set

a:dste four'days,aheed: was neces-

sarytn,extendrhio time', they made notches

onsi stia, or tied bundleotof emeklaricko

together designating,the proper tine food.

Was not counced.but measured bTehe basIcetf01

Student Booklet Unit II
P. 10, 11, 12.

Stud nt Booklet, Unit II
p 12 Slide 20

*Dago indiens_end Their-
Rativesj the-Pims.

Student. Book
12.-. -

.Papago Indians and Their
Relatives, the- Pima,;,-.
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cirina counting systems. continued.

Unit Project: Make models of Mays

Temples, sculptures, pottery, or

fashions (clothes, jewelry, heed

styles).

=AWL= AND FACTUAL INFORMATIOM SOURCZ5

While both PIMAS and Mayas were concerned with

precisely recording events, Fines kept their

records for only one year or Drip generation

Mayas, however, wanted to-record all of

creation. PASt; present, and future. There

fore their system wss more complex then the

Floss', enebling.them to count to very high

numbera and perform many mathematical

operations.

Encourage the stUde.nts to become.familiar w th

a type of artistic presentation very dif-

ferent from the western style. If they

observe the details carefully they will

emerge with much information about Msys

customs.

All sources in the
bibliography may be
used, Teacher may use
any oUher own ideas or
delete the Unit Project
as she chooses.



UNIT II -- THE MAYAS

Descriptkon to accompany transparencies:

Tl. (Top) -- Man with a blowgun. The Mayas used spears and clubs, but

they also used the blow gun which they had borrowed from the

people of South America. The man with the blow pipe is a common

citizen. He is very simply dressed with a loin cloth around his

waist.

(Bottom) -- Peasants bringing food to the priests. A Maya peasant

produced more food than'he and his family couId use. This extra,

food was distributeA to the priests and Scholars,. The priest

sits on a platform and has the most ornate headdress. The helper

of the prieSt counts the food in the'basket,

T2. Maya priest gives orders to warriors or hunters The priest sits in

the Temple. Note the steps leading up

carved roof of the,teMple

the priest are words.

the_temple and the richly

The lines that come out of the mouth of

The servant of the priest standieg on the

steps is the one who is actually speaking to the warriors. The
-

warriors are armed with spears and spear-throwers. Note that

-

everybody wears very elaborate headdresses .

T3. These are some of 'the symbols for months:or. days .in the Maya Calendars..

T4. 'A more complicated way of writIng, a Aga:.e.Was to dSpict:the.goAS:.or

events 'that characterieed.that.periOd.Of tiMe This:figure-shit:4s.

two . dates:.1)year 7 reed - A y seven reed '(Th '"reee. lsAepicte4.;

at the top the picture and resemblesan arrow, th "seven"..

shown by the Seven small cirCles.) 1) days, 9 Wind, 1 reed Inside

't.he cave t e 'wine sYmbok:iS2'shown and nine smell c

-

cies 'one riMad,

is below the wiad ByinbOL



Unit II

Transparency description cont.)

T5. Some of the dates could become very complicated, almost like stories.

Here there are three dates. Above, the Venus god is carrying

the sky on his head. The time is the wet season, so it is depicted

like a stream where birds are floating. Underneath the water ar2

stars shown like ribbons.

T6. These are more dates. All these illustrations came from the few Maya

books that are left. Note the headdreSses of the people and the

nose ring ornament. Also note how the nuMbers are again indicated

by lines of dots.

T7. This shows more dates. From these dates we can also learn about aspects

of daily life. In the top part zre shoWn altars. In the loWer part

we see a priest in a temple giving orders to twb people ,WeaVing

ponchoa.:

T8. Here are two more dates. One 8 s the eight heavens divided between

night (Moon) and day, (dark sun) The offerings rise from the

altar below where the fireis burning, and go up

the ight are

heaven.

two.solar disks very similar to the way Aztecs

d piCted the sun.---

zOna. The eircular.design bring to

and the cyCle 0 ime of the Mayas,

T9. This shows picture writing in Ar

mind the solar disks



UNIT II -- THE MAYAS

Descr_ -tion to actom an slide resentation:

1. Maya Pyramid -- the typical Maya temple was built on a platform made

of earth. Many steps led up to the temple, the roof of which was

very ornately decorated with stone carvings.

2. Another Maya Pyramid.

3. Maya palace made out of stone and very elaborately carved.

4. Maya date from a stone stela.

5. Stone masks carved out of stone probably of priests. Notice earrings

and nose rings.

6. An important person -goes on a trip. 'He is carried on the shoulders of

his servants and followed 1,1 warriors. The

clubs, and wear loincloths and earrings.

7. Maya methods of carrying loads.

8. The carved stone circle show

the ball *1th his hiPS.

arriors are hOlding

a man playing a,ball He hitting

_ .

this game it Was forbidden touch the

ball with the hands or feet All around the border

9. Earliest Maya date carved on a jade pendant.

10. Sun god of clay.

11.

writing.

Corn god carved ih- stone, with_headdre resembling corn tasSelp..

12.. Corn god. .'Corn was always delacted es-a ibung man..

ld with digging4tiCk Note the lOin cloth, t e Sandals
. ,

the fancy hairdo. The second man is drinking: out of a gourd'.

13. Man planting

s and

14. PiMa

In 'the badkground:is the thi*,Vegetation of the,jungle

agricultural tools.- NO d the digging tick- D).



Unit II -2

Slide Description c nt.)

15. Woman grinding corn on a s one, baskets and pots.

16. Pima women grinding corn. The stone and the position are almost the

same as the Maya.

17. May4 house (modern). This is probably the same aS in ancient times.

Walls are made of sticks and mud and covered with plaster. 'Roof

f straw slopes sharply to shed off the water.

18. Gold necklace.

19. Circular designs on rocks found on Pima Reservation.

20. Pima Keeper of the calendar record. The signs are carved on a piece

of cactus rib.



UNIT II -- SOURCES

Castletter and Bell, Pima and Papago Indian_Agriculture, University of

New Mexico Press, Albuquerque, New Mexico 1942.

Slides: Maya Slides 1 through 20.

Student Booklet, Unit II

Transparencies: T-1 through T-9.

Underhill, Ruth,. Tho Papago Indians and Their_Relatives the Pimas, U. S.

Department of Interior, B. I. A. Branch of Education. yashington, D.C.

1941.

Visual Teachingin Mexico, Fideler Visual Teaching, Grand Rapids, Michigan.



PEOPLE OF Tu VALLEY OF MEXICO

In the Ce tral Valley of Mexico a large Indian population lived

on the shores of Lake Texcoco. These Indians borrowed many ideas

from the Mayas, such as writing and counting. In addition, they

built irrigation systems surrounding the lake which caused large

cities to develop. Soon these people had conquered many other tribes

and were governing a large empire. This empire was later overcome,

first by the Toltecs, then by the Aztecs. Finally it was destroyed

completely by the conquering Spaniards, led by Hernando Cortez

(Figure 1).

GULF OF IlEX 1CO

Villa Rica
De La Vera Cruz

Azcapotzaloo
Tlatelolco
Tenochtitlan

Culhuaca_

Texcoco
Lake Texcoco

Vempoala

Lake
Xochimilco

CORTEZ'S gouTE

(Figure 1)
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Agriculture

It was in central Mexico, long before these empires began that

early Indians first learned to grow plants. In this semi-arid land

several tribes of people lived for thousands of years in small groups

and villages. Their farming methods became better and better so they

had a variety of foods. Many different types of pottery were made

for use in cooking these foods. About the time the Mayas built their

first temples, the people in Central Mexico were becoming very skilled

at agriculture. For this reason, they became rich enough so that their

villages grew into cities.

(Figure 2)

ekaikxJ41.

In the Valley of Mexico, the rains came only at certain times

of the year. Some years had much more rain than others, but there

was always the problem of finding enough water to grow.the crops. In

the Middle of the Valley of Mexico, however, there was the huge lake

called Texcoco. This lake was a source of wealth since it was sUrrounded

by marshes with many birds and fish, providing a rich food supply. The
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lake was also a good water source and tribes who had land close to the

lake were better off than the people who lived farther away. Lake

Texcoco had enough water to support many cities. The largest and most

important of these cities in the Valley of Mexico was called Teotihuacan.

By the time of the Spanish conquerors, millions of people lived in

cities around the lake.

Man-made islets

called "chinampas",

supported several

crop plantings

per year for the

Aztecs.

(Figure 3)

The Emzire and the Emperor

The system of government that developed in Mexico was first a

"city-state" which' later became an "empire." In the cit tate,'each

tribe (or city) was independent. Cities came into conflict, however,

and one would be conquered by another. After a time, one ci y ruled

over the whole valley. This was the beginning of the Empire. The

empire included people of different tribes, languages, and customs,

ES
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all ruled by one king or emperor. In Mexico, this emperor directed

the government, ruled over the t ibal leaders, and headed the army.

In exchange for government prote tion, the people worked for the

emperor. In the same waY, people today give part of the money they earn

to the govern ent 'n the form of taxes.

Problems of governing became complex because the dry climate

forced many people to live near the lake. Government, under these

crowded conditions, became more organized than that of the Mayas

Besides the usual governing tasks, the lake cities had two important

worries: 1) making the best use of its water; and 2) keeping other

tribes away from the lake. The government controlled the water by

having people build irrigation ditches. Then they regulated how much

water each person could receive for his field. The government also

formed armies to keep others away from the water and to conquer enemy

cities nearby.

The emperor lived in the most powerful city, and conquered cities

sent him food as tributes. Once a year before the harvest, when food was

scarce, the emperor distributed this food among the people of his city.

A generous emperor gave away all the food. A stingy one kept as much

as he could for himself and his court.
f.................*MOW WLOgM

..000-011W ANNE' INN=

"'re, BF 1111 6,* ! ..,,
...JA2_ r.r.... *.

1 At, ... or oi Atear relfirtil

Figure 4)

to

(r4 .1
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Other_Leaders

The members of different tribes in the empire were not inde-

pendent like the Mayas but lived together in cities. Each city was

governed by a prince who, in turn, obeyed the emperor. The prince
--

made all the decisions without consulting the people. The people had

to obey their lead rs, however, or they were killed or made slaves.

Warriors

City Life

(Figure 5)
Slaves

As the cities grew larger and there were no more small villages,

life became more complex due to many people living close together.

Around the year 300 AD, the most important city near Lake Texcoco
1

was Teotihuacan. This and other cities in the valley had beautiful

plazas in the center. AroUnd ihe plazas were temples of the gods, and

palaces of the leaders. These palaces and temples Were made outof

stone or of adobe that had been plastered and painte4 all over. The

cormion people lived iv simple adobe houses which were arranged along

60
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streets. These people helped build the palaces for the leaders by con-

tributing a certain amount of their labor to building. (Figure 6) In

return, before harvest-time when food was scarce, the emperor would

distribute to the people the food from the conquered cities.

Tol e_ Temple (Fi ure 6)

Primitive Tribes

In the mounta ns around the Va ley of Mexico and to the North

lived many tribes, who did not make as much progress in agriculture

and lived a more "wandering" way of life. They had little water and,

the efore, could not farm. They lived the same way' their.ancestors

had always lived -- by hunting, and gathering the seeds of mesquite,

cactus and yucca. Also they often raided their wealthier neighbcirs.

One of these Northern tribes suddenly _rived down to the Valley of

Mexico and conquered the cities by the lake. The people of this tribe

called themselves the "Chichimecs" which Means "The People of the Dog

Lineage." Their legendary leader was'named Quetsalcdatl which ---ans
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the "plumed serpent." Quatzaccati was a warrior and a medicine man.

Later when he grew old, othemedicine men became jealous and tricked

him into getting drunk. Then they killed him.

The "Dog" people were very good.fighters but they had one important

advantage over the lake-dwellers. Where the People of the Valley of

Mexico knew only the spear and :4ear-thr,

as did the Mayas, the primitive tribes used the

bow and arrow as- well as shields. (Figure 7)

With the help of this new weapon, the

"chiChimecs" conquered the Valley and

destroyed the great city of

Teotihuacan. The conquer

however, soon changed

their wandering ways

and learned to live

like the people

they had conquered.

(Figure 7)

Primitive
Tribes us,ed Bow
and ArrOW.62



They built their own city by the lake and called it Tul . They became

rulers of all the other people in the Valley.

Toltecs

The "Chichimecs", after settling in the Valley around the year

900 AD, made many cultural advances. They adopted the calendar and

built their own temples and palaces. They also brought their gods and

their religion into the Valley of Mexicc where they be ame mixed w h

earlier beliefs. They began w iting their own history, and at this

time they changed their name to Toltec. Soon the word

"Toltec" took on the meaning of "civilized people.':

The Toltec language belongs to a large group of

languages called "Uto-Aztecan." All the languages

in this group have something in common. Pima,

Hopi, Ute and Aztec are languages that belong to

this "Uto-Aztecan" group.

During the next 300 years the Toltecs

sont their armies of soldiers arid their

traders all over the Indian worId. (Fig.

They cenquered the Maya cities and sent

traders all the way to Arizona where

they influenced the HohokaMs. Th

Toltecs also conquered the Mayas and

learneethe Maya ideas about time.

These ideas included the belief that

time went in cycles and th t there

were Many differentdestructions

-8

63
(Figure 8)

To3.tec -Soldie
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of the world. At the end of any time cycle, particularly alb 52-year

cycle, all the fires were put out and there was a period of mourning for

two days. During this period, people _ere afraid that the time for world

destruction had come, and that the sun might not come up the next day.

At this time human sacrifices were made to the gods to feed them and to

renew their power and also to insure that the sun would rIse the next

morning. Usually the people who were sacrificed were war prisoners.

Sacrifices were made by the priests.

The Toltecs believed in a heaven where all people

DIPIVA

(Figure 9)

Toltec Design

would go if they lived a good life and-served their city.

They also believed that all warriora" who died in battle

went straight to heaven as well as all women who died in

childbirth. H aven, to the Toltecs, was a beautiful

garden where people just walked and sang the whole .lay.

This idea may have been based on the admiration of the

people for the gardens of the priests. These gardens were

beautiful places with little rivers, many fruit trees and

exotic birds that had been brought from distant lands by

traders.

Another aSpect of Toltec religion was the ball game

which was played on large ball courts. These games,

played with a rubber ball, were partly religious and when

one city played against another, any rituals and ceremonies

64
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were involved. Sometimes two cities would play a game of ball instead

f engaging in a battle. The loser of the game would then lose their

lands, or perhaps become slaves to the winner. (Figure 10)

Toltec Ball Game

(Figure 10)

During the time of the Toltecs, the Hohokams wereiinfluenced by

wandering Toltec traders. The big Hohokam city of Snaketown was built

during this peri d. The Hohokams also had a large 1)11 court at

Snaketown, and knew of the beliefs of the Toltecs. Since they did not

leave a written history like the Toitecs, however,/we cannot be sure

of Hohokam beliefs. We do know that'copper balls and gold ornaments

found at Hohokam ruins Must have mne from Toltec traders.

65
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Aztecs

In the thirteenth century AD another primitive tribe came into the

valley and conquered the cities by the lake including Tula, the Toltec

city. These people, called Aztecs,.had left their tribal homelands some-

where in the mountains of Northern Mexico because

leave. The god had

told the Aztecs to

wander until an eagle

appeared to them.

The eagle would be

sitting on top of a

cactus in the middle

of waters devouring

a snake. (Fig. 11)

The Aztecs followed

the c mmand of their

god. When they came

to the Valley of

Mexico they were

spised and chased away

by the other tribes

there because they (Figure 11)

their god had told them to

were wild and the people of the Valley were civilized. They f nally found

an island in the middle of the lake where nobody else wanted to live. There

on the island an eagle appeared to the Aztecs and sat on a cactus just as

the god had predicted. The yea was 3,325::

The Aztecs remained on the island but the people of the, cities still

despised them. Little by 1 ttle, however, the Aztecs started to build their

6
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own city on the island, and they set out conquer the other people all

around the lake. By the year 1428 they had conquered all of the cities

and had become the rulers of the empire. All other people had to pay

taxes and tributes to them. The little city of the Aztecs called Tenochitlan

became very rich a d big. It was connected to the mainland by several

bridges called causeways.

The Aztecs were very fierce warriors who killed their war prisoners

as a sacrifice to their gods. They asked heavy tributes from the people

they conquered. This included all kinds of food, clothing and precious

stones. Since the city of the Aztecs was built on a small island, there was

not much room for farming. The tributes were partly used to feed the people

as well as the army. Other-tributes were used to decorate and enrich the

palaces of the Emperor and the priests,as well as temples of the gods.

Because of thesetributes all the other cities hated and feared the Aztecs,

(Figure 12).

t.



Aztec Daily Life

The clothing of the Aztecs was quite simple,

with some differences between the "commod' people

and the "upper class" people. The men wore a cotton

cloak that was rectangular and tied over the right

shoulder or at the ches (Figure 14). Cloaks were

usually painted with very bright colors, and were

woven from cotton brought in by traders from tropi-

cal lands. Under the cloak the men wore a simple

apron of cloth. The women wore a plain white

shirt, although "upper class"women also wore a

blouse, (Figure 13). Both men and women went

barefooted, though the "upper classes" sometimes wore sandals. These sandals

were of many different varieties. Some were made with precious stones, some

from the skins of wild animals like the jaguar, and some from feathers of

tropical birds.

Cleanliness was considered a virtue and children were taught to bathe in

the lake, to wash and clean their mouth daily, and to keep :their clothes

clean. Children were also cautioned against using paint And makeup to look

beautiful. But the girls liked to paint themselves just

the same, and used mirrors made of obsidian whenever they-

were available. Jewels and headdres es were also worn and:

-13

(Figure 13)

many were very elaborate. BUt-theywere reglated Accerding-

to the importance of the

straw

Aztec homes were made of adobe walls with

oofs and walls whitewashed with lime; The

(Figure 14)
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floors were of dirt. Beds were straw mats placed on a low platform and

were used during the day as a seat. Family clothes and jewelry were kept

in large baskets with lids. The Aztecs had no fear of theft because

stealing was practically unknown among them. In the center of the house

a wood-burning fireplace, built with three stones, provided heat. In

the palaces where there were many rooms, the coals from the fire were

put in shallow pans called braziers, and used to warm up places away

horn the fire.

The_ Syanish Conquest

In the year. 1519 the Spanish landed in Mexico (Fig. 15). Their leader,

Hernando Cortez, had with him armed soldiers and horses. For the people of

the Valley of Mexico this year was an important one because it was the end Of

a 52-year cycle and the priests had predicted that many misfortunes would

occur. The horses of the Spaniards frightened the_Indians who had not been

Gulf of MeNico __,,7 cusiA

SAN :UAW
VE 46 WI

vAs

Caribbean
Sea
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accustomed to such big animals. The firearms of the soldiers were also a

new weapon and could hit at a longer distance than bows and arrows. The

Spaniards also brought with them many sicknesses including smallpox. This

sickness had not existed in America before and it killed many Indians, more

than were killed in battle.

The Spaniards were helped by the fact that the Aztecs had been such

cruel masters that other tribes did not feel like coop rating in a common

defense. All these reasons contributed to the speed with which the Spaniards

stormed the gates of the great city of the Aztecs, Tenochitlan. They

captured the Emperor Montezuma and put-him to death. The Spaniards destroyed

all the temples and the statues of the gods, melted all the gold ornaments,

and sent the gold to the King of Spain.
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On the spot where the highest pyramid of the Aztecs stood was built a

large church, the Church of the Virgin of Guadalupe. This saint later became

the Patron Saint of Mexico. Mexico city, now the capital of Mexico, is built

on the sa-- spot where the ancient capital of the Aztecs. Tenochitian, once

stood.

The Span ards were very impressed with the splendor and civilization

of the Indians of Mexico. They compared the wealth of the Aztec Emperor to

the wealth of the King of

Spain. Yet one of the

purposes of the Spaniards

was to spread the Christian

religion. For this reason

they destroyed all the books

and temples of the Indians

so that they would forget

their past and be more

ready to accept the new

ways. Only a few of the

books were left and from

these few it is possible to

learn s me things about

the Indian way of life

before the Spaniards came.
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UNIT III == FECFLE OF THE VALLEY F MEXICO

DIRECTIONS MEAKFLES AND FACFUAL INTORMATION SOURCES

Compare Ole aeoaraphicsl features and

climate of the Mayas end the Indians

of the Valley of Merico.

camel the people living in these

areas,

IDiscuss cultural sinilarit

Es_Jmes1 cultural development from 0 to

300 A.D. in Yucatan, the Valley of

Mexico, end Arizona. This was *

period of proeparity and culturel

advance all over Central Mexico

zed 'North America,

ems* this period of prosperity See .

why it Was so widespread.

Val1yof is a semi-arid land

surrounded by mountains Lake Texcoco, in

the Center of the valley, supports a very

fertile area, There la much climate variety

Ucatan ie a Jungle with coneistent rainfall

heavy vegetation, and little climate

cOntrest.

Ihe_Vallery_of Mexico OuPported many different

tribes of people, with different languages

and customs.

'Yucatan contained eseentially one tribe. the

Mayas, who were spread Out over a large

lend Area.

_th groupe of Indians developed an agricul-

ture based on corn, kasha and equaeh. Both

developed a calendar And a system of writing.

They emphasized living in bermony with

nature as opposed to the European stress d

Control of nature.

During this time period the following evente

occurred at eboutI(he same time:.

1) First big cities (Teotihuscan ) in the

Valley of Mexiro.

0 Beginning of the Maya civilization.

3) In Arizona the first large Hohokam

villages were established in the South,

and the firat pueblo villaiies in the

North.

4 In Eastern United States, large agri

culture], villsges were establiShed.

Mire *re nany.reasone-peesible for Ole

.wideepreed Prosperityend.eultural:adeence

Civilizatioa is contagiont, and when some

advancieete Made in onivareia,'Oeciple-,will

adoPttheli. iele.Mettein thet.
. :

the Maya* influenced 'Chi Valley of ii**ico.

an&the Valley Of Menke inflnence&the

.-Behokam. Since .theei eiliancnswere'repid,

_however, there CoUld-hsva been other-ficto

invelved.

Visual Telitog,LliestL.,i_
plate 4.

tudent Booklet. pp. 2.1'

Indians 0 _the Americas,
p. 58.-illosi pp. 34,35.

ThAmericen larita e
Hook of Indians,, p.111.



"iIT III

DIRECTIONS

People of the valley of Mexico

EXAMFLES AMD FACTUAL INFORMATION

the important events that

characterized the following time

periods7

1)

2)

300 to 800 A.D.

13 0 A.D.

3) 1300 to 1519 A.O.

Compere the power shifts during this

time period, with such power changes

that oceurred in the western world.,

Ask a udents their ideas, about the

necessity .of changes in rule, or

power. Is it important for a

culture to have new ideas. en4

.peopleT

is was the time period of the establiehmen

ndependent cities, Teotihuacan repre-

sented the meet important and perhaps the

most influential of these.

The Toltec invasion ended the independence

of the cities and began the expeeeien Of

their newly formed empire.'

The title of the Aztecs in-1300 marks the

beginning of the third period. The

Aztecs tightened the control of the

Emperor over the Empire and improved

its organisation.

In the West, power moved from-Egypt to Hesop

tuella to Greece and

France and England.

the center of power

Deem, and finally to

In Europe, however,

moved from place-to=

place as well as from people-to-people.

In Mexico, t14 people changed but the place

remained the same. The Maya culture was

en exception to this shift since they

maintained en uninterrupted tradition of

cultural continuity.

tessity of this turnover is often

expressed in mythet through,the idet,of

euhaequent creation.. It also has been

expreesed in the ides of a culture hero

who betomee disgusted with his people::

and brings.in:e new tribe

them.

The Arrerita.
Boo). of Indians, p.61.

The_Epie of Han, p. 218

Studeet Booklet, p. 3.

The Epic of_Man, p. 220

The Amerlean Neritage
Book of Indians, p.72-

p.14.

Thd American herita e
Book of,Indiens. p.63,



DIRECTIONS

People of the Valley of - 3

EXAMEN AND FACTUAL INFORMATION

Discuss control of water as one

example of problems of govern-

ment (which includes eventual

hostilities and possibly war.)

ampere the case of the Pimas"

relationship to the_Apaches, and

their relationship to the Papagoa.

1) Apaches represented a tribe with

a cultural difference from the

controlling tribe, the Piens.

Papagoa represent a tribe with

a culture similar to the Plmas.

3) Cultural differences can result

in cooperation if rwo peoples

have A common advantage in

being allied.

In the Valley of Mexico tribes who had

Access to, or controlled, natural

resources (mainly water) were wealt y.

Tribes without this advantage were

poorer, lived more a wandering way of

life, and often attacked and raided the

wealthier tribes.

Along the Gila river in Arizona, the Pimas

controlled the water, Irrigated fields,

and maintained.a good food supply. Apaches

living in the mountains with no wa er and

poor agricultural opportunities, often

raided the PimaS, who were wealthier. Th

Apaches god the Pima@ were extremely

different'culturally.

In the cace of the Papagoe, another tribe

poorer than the Pimas but also living in

close proximity, there were no raids or

hostility. The Papagos, similar in

culture to the Pimas, worked in the field

for the Pima* in exchange for food.

Beeauee they were related to FitOMS through

marriage, language and customs, they

cooperated with them rather than fighting

with them.

A fourth tribe, the Maricopa, was also an

agricultural tril,e that lived near the Pima

OA the Gila. They spoke a different lan3u-

age and had different customs from the

Pimas. Still, Picas and Haricopas were

.
allied againat the more primitive tribes.

mainly Apaches, but also the Mohavea and

Yavapai. In thislcase..the common-.

advmtage of ceoperation between eutabAiOhe

villages fighting dff:raiding nomads, wes

important.

'7 5

Student _Booklet, p.4,

T_Lans_.limy S.

A Pima Remembers. pp.
45-48.

The Papago Indians and
Their Relatives the
?imam. p. 14.
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UNIT III
People of the Valley of Mexice

ViAMPLES AND FACIUAL INFORMATION SOURCES

fstablish the common origin of language

of the Cto-Axtecan tribes (which

includes the Pimse) as beginning in

New Mexico.

52ggstt a hypothetical problem for the

students to discuss. What would have

happened if the Mules had two unfriend

ly tribes, Maricopn and Apache, both

wanting the water supply?

This common language source resulted in

similar cultures being developed by

all tribes in the Uto-Axtecao group.

Other factors influencing the formation

of these similar cultures were: ainilarl-

tire of climate and ectual historical

connection.

Different itustions could have brought about

different results. 1) The Pimas might

have attacked and conquered the Haricopas

since they lived in villages. In this

crisis, the combined forces of the Pitons

and conquered Maricopas could easily

hold off the Apaches, though they still

could not conquer them becauie the): had

no villages to conquer, but lived a

nomadic life.

2) If, on the other hand, a large group

of Apaches attacked the Pimas at the same

time the Maricopas decided to attack, the

Pilsen, with enemies on two sidee, might

easily be conquered.

Compare this hypothetical problem with y different tribes controlled the inportant

the situation in the Valley of water source in the central valley of

Mexico. Mexico during different atages of deVelop

merit. The importance of the resource was

the reason for each succeeding force.to

take over the area. Io each case the tribe

to control the water resource was tne tribe

that was able to deVelop a better ciVili°

zation.

u a how cOntrol over natural Someone meat Act as apeReaman for the tribe to

resources brings out the oeceseity deal with.mther. tribes, or te load'the
_

for leaders. Leaders, in addition, defense or:offense in battle.'. A govern,

need an organization or gOvernmeet. ment orgamitatiOn'. is needed -to 6 c

decisions of:tbejeadere.. :In all bocietiea
. ,

the governeent beerimea:the spokesman for

:the peciple';

D seuss how leaders can be aura e importance of how :leaders arechosen.':.by

they:represent the:will of the .)peopl thervaeple =..aed:hoWeletted,-: becomee

T=e_p_ArleyIc .

udent Booklet. p.4

Pima and Papago Indian
Agriculture, pp. 158-
161.

an Heritage
Book of Indians, pg. ill

colutmi 2.



DIRECTIONS

;Explain irrigation as an example of con-

1 trolling or exploiting natural

resources.

roblems involved in

constructing an irrigation system.

;Discuss the problems involved in

administering the irrigation

bene(its, and the maintenance.

People of the Val of Mexico - 5

1

EXAMPLES AND FACITAL INFORMATION

/Explain some prObable important results

of controlling natural resources.

1) Brings about an increase of

efficient distribution and, there-

fore, increased production.

2) Brings about an increase of con-

flict between controlling parties.

(Efficiency la often obtained at the

exvense of justice.)

Irrigation increases water availability to

more people. In effect, it increases

the area of agricultural production,

which in turn increases food production.

Construction of an irrigation system

requires an organization, many people

and much work. A leader is needed to

decide the most suitable place to select,

how fast the water should flow and where

the ditch shotad be dug.

1) Canals cannot run up hill.

2) Canals cannot be dug through rocky sof.

3) Current cannot be too swift or it will

erode banks.

4) Current cannot be too sloW or the canal

will- silt in.

Some leader must decide how much water each

person is entitled to and how the canals

will be maintained during future years. It

becomes neceas herefore, to choose

leaders who will distribute the water

fairly. (Importance of good government can

be stressed.)

Irrigation in our own valley has greatly

increased agricultural production.

Conflicts between controlling parties, Anglos A Pima Remembers pp.
121-126.

and Indians, also occurred in the Salt River

Valley, with the result that the original

Pima waY of life was almost completely

destroyed.

Point:out what the warioua "utilitlea " sre..

electriCity, water, sewers, telephones, etc

Utilities need an organization to produce

and distribute. Need for utilielea arises

When people live together in lacie yucca
. .

and can no lengerproVidejor their needs;

individually.



People of the Valley of Mexico - 6

Discuss other uses of government.

Discuss the everyday life of tbe

people of the Valley of Mexico.

Government in used to organize people to be

more effitient, as in the case oUutilities.

Government can also be used to protect pro-

perty and defend the people against out-

side forces.

Government can mediate internal arguments

through the establishment of laws.

Government can take care of :Jeople who are

unable to care'for themselves. (As in the

case of the Aztec emperor's distribution o

food to the poor.)

Life of the people of ric Valley of

Mexico was similar to American

Indian life like the Pleas. Virtues

included: Cleanlineas in general;

ritual cleanliness at cattain times

such as after killing an enemy in battle

or after childbirth; strength and hard

work; modvsty and simplicity of clothing

and furniture; emphasis on body

decoration.

SOGRGLS

Slides, movie.
transparencies

DescripEions in
student booklet,
P.13.



UNIT III -- PEOPLE OF THE VALLEY OF MEXICO

Descriptions of Slides:

1. Pottery figurines found in early farming villages In Central Mexico.

This was before the beginning of the great cities.

2. Toltec invaders, also called the "dog-people" became tbe rulers

the lake cities and the Valley of Mexico.

Toltec Statue. The Toltecs became civilized very quickly and learned

to make temples and sculptured figu e

4. The Toltecs remembered and wrote down their own history. It was

written in books that looked like the one in this picture.

5. Map of traders' routes, roads, mountains and forests. The Toltec

traders went to very distant places, some of them probably reaching

as far as Arizona.

6. Feathered Serpent. This was one of the gods of the Toltecs and

represented one of their cultUral heroes, Quetzaldoatl, (the_feathered

serpent). This god was supposed.to have been an actual leader

of,the Toltecs.

7. The eagle and jaguar were also worshipped by the People:of the Valley

certain. 'o d' o a iora
.

.

of Mexico. Later en the Aztecs had

dedicated to the jagdargind

8, A Map of the city.

.with the temples

the eagle.

the.Aztec

and palaces

Cinthe island In -the lake. The' -sqUare

the middle; the houses are all around.



UNIT III -2

10. Some of the Temples in the ma n square of the city.

11. A battle scene.

12. Example of a typical shield.

13. A list in one of the Aztec books of the tributes, (or taxes), that

one of the conquered cities had to pay. This included food, clothing,

and ornaments. The examples shown include an eagle warrior dress,

a shield, and blankets.

14. Picture writing of the Aztecs.

15. Pottery figurine from the Valley of Mexico. Examples shown are the

everyday clothing of the people.

16. Aztec stone mask, probably of a priest or. ruler.

17. Another Aztec stone mask.



UNIT III - PEOPLE OF THE VALLEY OF MEXICO

Descriptions of Transparencies:

1. Houses and roofs from the Aztec Period as illustrated in an Aztec

manuscript. The sharply sloped roof was made out of straw; the

wall of sticks covered with mud. In the building with "eared"

roofs, the roofs were made by laying rows of corn husks. The

house construction was quite similar to that of the Mayas.

Shows the products of Aztec artifacts: these artifacts were very

skillfully developed and specialized, each one producing a specific

product.

a) A horn made out of a conch shell.

b) Spindle worls used in spinning cotton.

Spears and a throwing stick.

A necklace of shell.

e) Wooden throne.

f) A merchant carrying his wares on his head and his back with a

"thumP li-e" a method of load-carrying Similar to the, Mayas

and the Pimas of Arizona.

. Left side: Illustration of An Aztec wedding. Bride and groom-sit on

a mat in.an enclosed room (NOte-that mate are use(iaerart ellOurpOse

furniture: beds; chairs; table!.

together'the clOaks,

Right side: Aztec cloaks with .decorations:. Cloaks, like mats
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useful in many different ways: as blankets at night; as clothing

during the day; as symbols of unity chlring a wedding. They were

elaborately decorated.

4. Above: Grinding corn on a stone metate.

Making fire with a "firedrill"; a method Used by other Indian

tribes including the Pimas.

Catching fish, a very important activity in the cities ar und

the lake.

Below: A ball game: the square-shaped enclosure represents the ball

court. The two round shape: are the stone rings through

which the ball has to pass in order to score a goal. The

figures on each side are gods who preside over the game.

The figure in the middle of the court is a sacrifice.

Ball games were also played by the Mayas and the Pimas.

5. Classes of people in Mexican society. There are two classes of warriors:

1) regular soldiers; 2) warriors that belonged to special orders. These

orders were called the-"eagle" and.the "jaguar". Each order-Wore

special costumes. There were two classes of leaders small local

leaders, and princes and rulers of cities The more important the

ruler, the bigger and fancier the headress decoration. Symbols next

to their heads indicated the cities which they rep esented.

6. Cirdular 'stone dalendar of the Aztecs .

Language map of Northwest- Mexico ahd the.United,States

that the Pimas and Aztecs and loltecs were linguistically related;.

they all belonged to a language familY calle4-1.1.t0-4ztecan;'.Thie

language

tribes

tribes all the way from thelJte

f the Valley of Mexico.
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languages within this large la;..guage family share words and grammar;

some languages are more similar to one another than others.

Language families and how they work. This shows how two langauges in

the same language family are more similar to each other than languages

from dif erent language families.

Arizona, shows the relationship of the Pimas to the Apaches, Maricopas

and Papagos.

10. Shows how irrigation increases the productivity Of arid lands.
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THE HOHOKAM

Indians have lived in Southwestern United States from the

earliest times. In this region, Indians developed a way of life that

was in part, special and different, yet somewhat similar to the ways of

the Mayas and the Aztecs. Early Arizona was much different from the way

it is today. It was a region with much grass and more rain than is now

evident. StreamS flowed throughout the region with no dams to hold back

the water from the valleys. There were large animals and the Indians

were skillful hunters.

As the climate gradually changed, however, Arizona

became a place of less rain and more desert. Indian ways

of living, then, also had to change. When Arizona became

a dry country around 10,000 B. C. the Indians became

gatherers of seeds (Figure 1) and hunters of small

game animals like rabbits, wild pig, and deer.

These people moved from place to place in

small groups of one or two families.

Sometimes they lived in shall shelters of

grass, and sometimes they lived in caves.

Most of the things they left behind

are found in caves.
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Basket Makers

During this period, from around 4,000 B.C., the life of Arizona

Indians was enriched by the cultivation of food plants, corn, squash

and beans. As the cultivation of these plants spread throughout the

Southwest, Indian life became more settled. Permanent homes appeared on

the flat land where the soil was thick and good for growing plants.

People had more material possessions such as baskets, pottery, grinding

stones, n ts for carrying and catching animals, mats for sleeping, stone

pipes for smoking, and beads for decoration.

This period is called the basket-maker period because baskets of

all sizes were found in caves, (Figure 2). For weapons the Basketmakers

had bows and arrows, spears and spear throwers,and clubs. It seems that

the basketmaker Indians were moving toward a more elaborate way of life.

They had more food and were spending more time making beautiful things.

There are two famous caves where remains of these people have been

found. One is Bat Cave in New Mexico; the other is Ventana cave in southern

Arizona on the Papago Reservation. From the remains that are found in

these caves it can be seen how the people's way of l fa changed little by

(FigUre 2)

86



little. Kernels of corn were found in Bat Cave which were not wild corn.

It was corn that had been domesticated around 4,000 B.C., but it was

still very small and was similar to pop corn. From examples such as

this much can be learned about Indian history.

The Hohokam

There are many different theories as to the origin and relatitInships

of most Indian tribes in the United States. Some of the Southwestern

tribes however, seem to have descended primarily from two groups: 1)

the Anasazi in Northern Arizona, ancestors of most pueblo cultures; and

2) the Hohokam in Central and Southern Arizona. From the early Hohokam

("those who have gone"), we have many legends, much evidence of their

pottery (Figure 3) and their skill in irrigation, but few actual facts

as to their origin or their fate. It is fairly certain that the Pima

and the Papago of today are descendents _f either the Hohokams themselves,
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or of Indians who moved into the Hohokam land and mingled with or conquered

them.

Some of the history of the Hohokams is available to us through

excavations of their villages. They were a people of many talents, being

skilled artists and excellent farmers. But they -ere perhaps most noted

for a social organization that maintained a peaceful society without an

obvious ruling class (Figure 4). By a good organization of cooperative

living, they were able to create great works of engineering.

The Hohokam culture is generally divided into periods, identified

by their creative work that has remained, particularly the pottery.

These excavated ruins also show the living habits of these early people.

The first period is called the "Pioneer" period, representing about five
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or six hundred years, which is represented by Snaketown, Arizona. The

Second period is called "Colonial" period, which, in addition to Snake-

town, was represented by two other excavated areas one near Roosevelt

Lake and another east of Casa Grande. The next petiod, called the

"Sedentary" period, represented the highest peak of Hohokam artistic and

social development. This peak was followed by the "Classic period,

during which time the Hohokams were joined by the Salado people who

were pueblo people. There seemed to be little exchange of culture

between the two, yet they lived in close relationship, peacefully.

The Hohokams may have been the first people to grow cotton. Their

land was ideal for cotton, since

the weather was warm and there

was an abundant water source.

The first villages of the Hohokams,

therefore, were found by the rivers.

Only broken pieces of pottery and

stone remain of these villages, yet

one can tell that many families

lived there together. The families

worked together, and learned to

bring the water from the river to

their fielde by making Canals. (Fig.

5). Like the people of the yalley

of xito the Hohokams wete able

to get better use of the water

through a canal and irrIgation

89
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system. By the year 700 A. D. the canal system of the Hohokam was very

large. Many fields were irrigated and the people became wealthy. Some

of these people lived in small villages, others in the town called

Snaketown.

Snaketown (Colonial Period - Sedentary)

Snaketown was one of the earliest of the large Hohokam communities.

The town was surrounded by fields, irrigated by river water through a

canal system. The people lived here all year around, which meant that

they were able to grow enough food during the growing season to last the

whole village throughout the year.

In Snaketown many relics were found similar to

those of the People of the Valley of Mexico. Some

pottery figurines were similar to those made by

th4; earlier Mexican Indians (Figure 6).

Some of the pottery was decorated

with snakes and birds

resembling the "feathered

ser?enz" of Mexico.

Othet animals found

in the designs on pots

were c;ommon desert

animals like the

horned toad and gila

monster. Other items

show clear evidence

that there was flome

direct exchange of
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cultural ideas between Snaketown and the Indians from the Valley of Mexico.

The Hohokams had copper bells that were tied around their feet as rattles

when dancing. These probably came from Mexico since the Hohokams did not

make such items. The mirror was another item that appears to have come

from Mexico. These mirrors were decorated on the back with stones and were

used by Hohokam women.

Houses at Snaketown were made of sticks and mud, and there wer- no

large ornate homes for leaders. Chiefs and priests, among the Hohokams,

lived in the same kind of houses as the rest of the people, though the

gods may have had special houses. Mounds of dirt that were uncovered may

possibly have been the bases for temples or pyramids. Ball courses at

Snaketown also showed a great similarity to those of the Poeple of the

Valley of Mexico. The ball court at Snaketown was large, and was

apparently used a great deal. (Figure 7)
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The most original artistic work of the Hohokams was their decoration

of shells. The designs were made on the shell with a juice fermented from

the fruit of the giant cactus. The juice contained so much acid that it

burned the shell so that the design showed indented against the white of the

shell (Figure 8). This cactus juice was similar to the wine-like drink

that was made and used by the Hohokams. Shells were brought from the

Gulf of California. The Hohokam as well as later Indian tribes from

Arizona made the long trek to the Gulf for ocean

salt.

Casa Grande (Classic.Period)

Around the year 1300 or 1400 A.D.

a new people came into the valley of

the Gila river. The Hohokams had

always lived in small houses, but

these new people, the Salados, possibly

assisted in building the enormous Caga

Grande, which still stands today. Casa

Grande was a four story building. It had

eleven rooms and was built -f adobe.
(FigUre 8)

Surrounding the entire strudture was a high wall, probably fer protection

against the enemy. Floors of the Casa Grande were made Of logs that had

been floated down the river for many miles. They were not made of local

mesquite, but of juniper, pine and'oak. There were also two ball 'courts

at Casa Grande and a large compound With some old styIe:Hohokam7tYpe houses,
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The Casa Grande structure is a good example of how old and new

ideas can exist side by side. The area was rather like a small city,

where there were many small houses and buildings for small families

surrounding one large structure in the center of the town. The people

kept the old style buildings for some family homes, yet were able to

organize a complex four-story building, the Casa Grande.

It is possible that Casa Grande was used as an astronomical observatory.

This has been assumed because of some of the non-functional features of

the'building itself. For example, there was a hole in one of the walls

of the Casa Grande and another hole in the wall on the other side. At the

time of the spring equinox on Mardh 21, the sun shines through one hole

and out the other as in a solar observatory, thus marking the time that

day and night are of equal lengths. (Figure 9) (The same phenomen occurs

during the autumnal equinox.) It is known that the Indians began their planting

season at this time, knowing the days would continue to grow longer. It

has been guessed, therefore, that the purpose of the holes was to observe

the movement of the earth, and that the people of Casa Grande (like the

Mayas and the Aztecs), were

good astronomers. It i

impossible to say

for sure because

they left

no writing.

gumlist room of

Casa Grandi ruins

(Figure 9)
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The Early Pimas

Today in the Gila Valley, Indian people live on lands formerly

inhabited by the Hohokam. These are the Pimas. The Pimas call themselves

O'odham, the people. They have a tribal history just as the Mayas and the

People of the Valley of Mexico have. Pima history, however, was not written;

it was told by the old people to the young people and remembered in this

way. This tribal history talks about the Hohokams and their cities and

villages which the Pimas called "waa-ki", meaning "ancient house." (Fig. 10)

..Mr

--It I' Ti !lir'

The early people in the area described

at least three groups of Indians in Arizona
AP"a

who were called O'odham. These were the

Pimas (river people), the Papagos (d- ert people) and the Sobaipuris.

This latter graup lived on the Santa Cruz and the San Ped o River

94
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They had many fights with Apache raiders and finally became absorbed into

the other two groups. Pimas and Papagos have retained their identity

until today. The early Pimas shared many things in common with the

Hohokam. They lived in the same land, probably ate the same type of

food,and used the same canals to water their fields. Many Pima fields

are still in places where the early Hohokam fields had been.

Pima Government

Little is known about the government of the Hohokams who preceded

the Pimas or how much influence they might have exerted on the early Pima

tribes. Unlike the Mayas and the People of the Valley of Mexico, however,

the early Pimas were the only truly democratic tribe in method of govern-

ment. The Pimas held council meetings where all the old men of the village

got together and talked freely about the things that concerned them. All

had to agree before a decision was made. There Were one or two men who

were "set above the others;" these were men who were fair and wise. These

men would start the fire in the evening and call the people to the meeting.

(Figure 11). Meetings took place around the fire and as they talked, the

people smoked tobacco. For this reason the same word was used for "meeting"

and "smoking.' in this

democratic situation, the

leaders were not "chiefs."
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Their power was based on their moral authority and the respect in which

they were held by other men. They had no power to make decisions alone,

and no police to enforce any decisions. When the Spanish came, they

called these people governors or chiefs and assumed they had more power

than they had, since the Spanish were used to an "empire government.

A few other men within the Pima group were set apart fr m the others.

These were the medicine men who had special powers concerning the weather

and sickness. These powers were supposed to be used only to help the people,

however, and not to gain power or to order people to do partictilar things.

A Pima who was a very good war_ or was also considered to be somewhat set

apart, and he would be the one to lead a war party or to make speeches

before starting out on a war campaign. During ti es when the Apaches

were raiding a great deal, many small villages grouped together for pro-

tection. In this way the warriors could keep a watch for enemies and

the rest of the men could grow and harvest the food. Thus, the original

reason for the Pimas to group into larger villages was the need for

protection against the enemy.

Pima War Club
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In matters of government, therefore, it is notable that the Pima

leaders differed.greatly from the leaders of the Mexican tribes. The

Pima leaders were chosen and respected for their skill and learning in

the areas of war or counseling. They did not have power over others

without full agreement. Mexican leaders were set up as leaders to be

obeyed on fear of punishment or death.

Pima Ceremonies

Pima ceremonies show some similarity to the ceremonies of the

Mayas and the People of the Valley of Mexlco. The Fimas did not make

human sacrifices to the gods, however, nor did they build temples or

pyramids. Yet some similarity existed because the ce emonies were

related to the powers of the earth. Rain for crops was important to

all Indians as well as a plentiful supply of game. Ceremonies involving

such things as crops and rain took place in most Indian cultures. The

rain dance in August was one noted ceremony among the Pimas.

Pimas also had enemies and they were concerned with being strong

themselves and making sure the enemies were weak. In order to. be strong,

the People of the Valley of Mexico fed

their gods with human blood. The Pimas,

on the other hand, believed their power

came from the enemiesthey killed in

battle. But the Pimas were also afraid

of power and-believed that:po er was

dangerous. As SCon as a man had killed

'an enemy, he would kill:no more. He
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blackened his face and stayed away from people until he could be purified.

Killing was a serious thing to the Pimas.

Pima Games

Games were as important to the Pimas as they were to the Mayas and

the Mexican Indians. Pimas gambled and raced against each other; villages

also competed against other villages (Figurel2). Bets were placed on

who would win. When races were to be held there were great preparations.

The racers practiced a lot and the families plepared much food because it

was a custom to give away food to families of the visiting villages.

Races were more than just races; they were important occasions when people

came together and renewed their friendship with one another. This was

similar to the earlier Hohokam ball-court days, when games were an important

occasion between villages, not merely a game of sport.
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Pima_ Legend

The Pimas have many legends concerning the Hohokams and what

happened to them. One of these legends involved "Elder Brother," whose

name was "Etoi" (Figure 13).

The Hohokams lived on this side of the earth because Elder Brother

had created them and put them here. But Elder Brother became angry with

them, so he went to the other side of the Earth where he found another

people, The Pines. Elder Brother led these people through the earth

and ehey emerged from a hole Into the Gila Valley. Elder Brother led

them and they began to fight the Hohokams. Legend tells how the people

conquered one by one all of the villages Of the Hohokams.

First the people went to Casa Grande Ruin where the chief was called

Morning Blue Sivan. Here they fought and the Pimas conquered the Hohokam.

Next they went to a place

18 miles west of San Tan where

the chief was called Kia-

atak Sivan. This town

was also conquered. Four

miles west of San Tan was

another town where they

again fought. Here the

chief's name was'Dipper Sivan.

From here they went- to

Sweetwater Where they

conquered the .town

and its
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chief Flying Sivan. Casa Blanca was their next stop where chief Black

Sinew Sivan and his people were defeated. The last fight took place at

Gila Crossing where chief Lizard Sivan and his people became the last of

the Hohokams to be conquered by the Pimas.

After this, each Pima group chose a spot to settle down and build

houses, and they livee in the land peacefully from then on.
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UNIT IV - - THL HOHOKAM

DIRECTIONS EXAMPLES AND FACTUAL Divoslualom sooners

Review Arizons P ehistory material Arizona prehistory is typical of the desert Cnit one.

on early gatherers in Unit one,

Take students on a field trip

gathering deacribed in unit one.

Try to arrange the trip At a time of year

to gather edible material. and when most fruits are in season.

to demonstrate why: Point out to students that the

1) an early gathering band available foods may be widely scattered .

was on the move all the thus they take a long time to gather apaQ Indian Agriculture

time. as well ea to prepare for consumption. 1.- 59-72

2) much time was spend on Have students label the plants they a Pima Indian5 p 9-81

food preparation collect and list seasons they are

available and methods of preparation.

Review with students how archeologists Discuss from what minute scraps of information

reconstruct the past from remains. archeologists can reconstruct the habits of

.the people.

EXAMPLE: Corn from Bat C5Ve Discuss the origins of the corn and the date

of Bat cliVe corn, 4,000 B.C. Reread with

the students Unit one on the domestication

of corn. When wee corn first domesticated?

Was there any wild corn in Arizona? Whets

is wild corn found?

Drew a chart of contacts between Bat cave corn may be the firat evidence

Mexico and Arizona Indians, including

the Hohokam.

of contact between Mexico and Arizona.

Discuse and review how changes gra Life becomes less nomadic when food sources nit one and Unit two

brought ebout by agriculture. are abundant. People spend less time

EXAMPLE: The Basketmakers

I

obtaining food and more time providing

additional comforts (better homes. clothes ).

More leisure time also provides for artietic

and cultural advances. People live in

larger groups; therefore there is more

need for defense from enemies miner there

are more poesessions. Their material goods

increase because they are now a sedentary

rather than ',wandering" people.

Explain the three major agricultural Anesazi, Hohokam, Mogollon.

raditions Which came from the

Basketmahers.

Anaoszi These people lived in the mountains,of
-------

Arizona and deVeloped the piteb16 tYpe o
_

honae. Both.the roil.. and the:Na4ahos

adelpted,thiAneiati Wa'ys. thougtisthe

.1,1anrajoicame Mitch leter,to the area from

the North.

a
-1L-/



Thy Hohokar

DTRECTIONS ERAMPLES AND FACTUAL INFORMATION SOURCES

Hohokam

Mogollon

Diactlas the relationship between the

Hohokams and the People of the

Valley of Mexico

SILDENT PROJECTS: To avoid teaching

Pimaa directly about their own

.culture, ask students to carry

out the following projects. Students

might be divided into groUps and

assigned a project which can later be

reported on, to the class and perhaps

illustrated by transparencies of their

own.

Hohokams lived in the desert where warm Hisrorv,cf the Ancient

houses ware not necessary. Their houses Sourhvest

were,therefore, much different from the

pueblo type= They were noted for their

adaptation of the desert environment throng

highly skilled methods of irrigation.

These people lived mostly ln New Mexico and

were skilled n agriculture. They were

noted for their naturalistic pottery style

which die:played many different animal

deeigns.

Each of these three cultural traditions

adapted to the geographic conditions of

their respective environments.

Firana are the heittof the Hohokam cultural

tradition, but it is not certain that

they are the doscendants of Hohokam people.

Some Pima histories deny this. Other

tribes who live in Arizona .took on name

traits Of Hohokam and Anasasi culture.

The Mericopas learned in part from the

Hohokam, the Supais and Yevapei from the

Hopis (Anasazi).

Mexican traders, who were widely traveled,

surely found their way to Arizona. There

evidence of their influence in Hohokam

pottery. Prom this we can see that

Rohokams played the same games and musical

instruments as did the Foxican tribes.
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NIT IV
Te Hntiokan

DIRECTIONS EXAMPLES AND FACTUAL INFORMATION SOURCES

PROJECT 1: In what ways were the

Hohokam similar to the People of the

Valley of Mexico? Make a chart of the

similarities and differeneea,and

Ilustrate it.

PROJECT II: Pottery decoration.

Study the pottery designs of the

Hohokam. How do these designs

illustrate the customa of these people?

Try to correlate, by chart and drawings.

the designs with.the customs. (If time

permits, or for outside work, students

coull bP encouraged to Peke their ovn

Pottery. using their own designs.)

PrmirECT III Irrigation. Make a class

presentation of the benefits derived

from irrigation and the changes caused

by irrigation on the culture of people.

A working model might be attempted.)

PROJECT IV. Houses.

Compare Pima and Hohokam houses,.

ake illustrations and list contraats

and similarities. Present your findings

o the class,

in what ways were the Hohokam different? F d

Arizona and the Valley of Mexico on a map.

How far apart are they? Make some guesses a

to how ideas could have bean exchanged betwe n

two people 50 far apart.

What kind of tribes live in between? On the

basis of what you have learned can you make

some guesses about how they adapted to their

environment? What differences are shown

between tribes who lived close to rivers and

those wbo lived in deserts and mountains?

Some designs in the pottery show people; some

show activities connected with music or with

urk. Are any of these similar to the Pima

culture? What other people carried loads on

eir heads besides the Pima? Which people h d

the mast elaborate designs? Which people had

leisure tire for artistic work? Prom

the ahapas of the pottery, can yeu suggest hew

they were uzed?

What people we have atudied make use of

igation?

t type of climate is there in irrigated

reas?

n one man alone build an irrigation system?

How do people decide how to share the water?

Do we need irrigation today?

Whatsreae in the Gila valley were green in

the past hut are now dry because of water laclj Un

Show them on the map. What would.happen to

Phoenix without irrigation?

o Pi015 houses reeemble Hohokam houses

more than they resemble Maya and Aztec houees

What kinds of materiale were used in the old

type Pima house?

How do we knew how Hohokam houses looked?

How is Casa Grande different from other

ohokam houses?

Howls the diffe ence explained?

Arerican Heritage Book
of Indians.pp. 112. 122
23, paragraph 2 and 3.

The Hohokam, pp. 274,
276, 277.

Unit three and Unit four

Excavation at Snaketown,
te CLXVII- CLXV1II,

CLVIII

T e Papago Indians and
Thetr Relatives the Pim
pg. 10

The Peo le of the Cri 50
Evening, p. 54

ndri:;:n Eplet11:g
o f

(Illustrations of Pot

Pima and Papago Indian
Agriculture,
162.

-grican He ita e Book o
Indians, pg

nit three.
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Four

111. column

cavations at Snaket.ehra
pg. 90. Plates Xv, XVI,
XVII, XXI, XXII,

The Hohokamipg. 687

People of the Crimson
Evening. pg 14 19.



UNIT V

PROJECT V. Ganes.

Studv and.cempare the games played

by the Mayas, the People of the

Valley of Mexico end the Hohokems.

Arrange a hall game among students

to illustrate how the games were

played.

PROJECT VI Government

Compere the government of the Pima

tribe and the Aztec Empire.

Present the class with an actual

demonstration of how each type of

government operated.

Find out as much as yOu cAn nhOUE the ball

games played by these three peoples. How

was the game played? In whet way was the

bell game more than Juat simply a game?

What kind of ball games do Pimaa play? How

do these games differ from the old ones?

Why do we say that the Pima ball game was

en important social event as well as just

game?

Pimas and Aztecs had different systems of

government because their nocieties were

of different sizes and complexities. What

were Zhe responsibilities of Pima and Aztec

chiefs?

How much power did they have?

Explain in your demonstration the difference's

in responsibilities and powers.

xplain some of the similarities of tribal

history between the Pimp and the Aztecs.

The Hohokam 4

American Herlta e Book
of Indians. Pg. 45.
102, 103.

the Hohokam -3p

n 4imeq Of _the Aricas
pg. 203. 25604th p
graph.

The Papago Indians and
Their Relatiyee4OliLllm5
p. 31, 34.

The American Heritage
Book of Indians pp. 112
Second Paragraph, pg.
88-91.

Unit three, pg. 3.

P1M6 Legende pg. 8-14.

y were these histories similar? Both Aztecs Indiens_of the Amerleas.
pg. 243-46, 258-63.

and Pines were late comers to their culture

area. Did this contribute to a similarity

in tribal history?
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UNIT IV -- THE HOHOKAM

Description of Slides:

1,2,3,4. Pima Pottery. Note some designs, like the round dance and

people standing, are somewhat reminiscent of Hohokam designs.

5,6. Pima shields were made of leather and decorated like those of

the Aitecs.

7. War clubs.

8,9,10,11.Bows and arrows. Pimas used the bow and arrow, as did the

Hohokam, Aztecs and most other tribes in Arizona.

12. Tobacco pouches made out of leather. Tobacco was very important

in ceremonies and in healing. Pimas grew their own tobacco.

13. These are belts woven by Pimas. The Hohokam grew cotton as

did the Pimas. The old men did the weaving.

14. Pima feathered headdress. Like Aztecs and Mayas, Pi as liked to

paint their bodies and hair. Hohokams also practiced such

decoration as shown on Transparency 3.

15. Pima Storage Basket. Since the Pimas were an agricultural people

they needed large baskets for storage of crops.

16. Pima old style house, the round house.

17. Rock carvings on the Pima

unknown.

rvation. Their origin is



UNIT IV -- THE HOHOKAM

Description of Transparencie

Tl. Hohokam pottery designs of birds and dancing figures. Birds were

often used as decoration motifs by the people of Mexico.

T2. Hohokam pottery designs inspired by the desert lizards, horned toad,

deer or coyote.

T3. Hohokam designs of dancers, and old man leaning on stick. Note

people with headdresses in the bottom picture'.

T4. Ball court at Snaketown. Snaketown was excavated by the University

of Arizona and later was covered with dirt to preserve the site

until further, more complete recovery could be made of the ruins.

T5. This is a horned toad design etched On a shell. This type of

etching with the fermented juice of the giant cactus, .was

invented and used only by the Hohokam. The shell came from the

Gulf of California. The palettes in the bottom of the picture

probably were used for make-up, and are siilar to objects found

in Mexico.

T6. Casa Grande. The plan underneath shows that besides the two-story

structure there were a great many other buildings in the area.

Most of the buildings shown are not houses, but ceremonial

buildings. The place reminds one of the cities of the Mayas and

the Valley of Mexico.
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